
ST. CHRISTOPHER’S PANANIA JRLFC Inc.

CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS

Mini Junior International All Grades

2004 1985 1992 1982 1982 1991

2005 1987 2000 1984 1983 2002

2006 1989 2002 1985 1985

1990 2005 1989 1989

1991 2006 1993 1990

COMPETITIONS WON BY AGE / GRADE

U7 / N Grade 1970, 1971, 1973, 1975, 1977 (Res), 1982, 1987, 1992, 2001, 2005,

2008 (Div 2)

U8 / M Grade 1967, 1972, 1976, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1993, 2006

U9 / L Grade 1966, 1968, 1989, 1990, 1994, 1996 (Res), 2010 (Div 2)

U10 / K Grade 1969, 1970, 1976, 1980 (Res), 1984, 1985, 1988, 1990, 1995, 1999 (Res),

2000 (Res), 2003 (Res), 2008

U11 / J Grade 1980 (Res), 1985, 1989, 1991, 1992, 1996 (Res), 2009 (Div 3)

U12 / I Grade 1976, 1978, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1997, 2013 (Div 2)

U13 / H Grade 1972, 1973, 1980 (Res), 1986, 1989, 1990, 1998, 2010

U14 / G Grade 1987

U15 / F Grade 1988, 1991, 1994, 2000

U16 / E Grade 2001

U17 / D Grade 1985, 1990, 1991, 1995, 1998

U18

U19

2002

2011, 2012

C Grade

A Res (Div 1)

1978, 1983, 1991, 1993, 1996, 2000, 2005

2013

A Grade 2002, 2006, 2008

PREMIERSHIPS WON BY YEAR

1965 Nil 1991 J, I, F, D and C Grades

1966 L Grade 1992 N and J Grades

1967 M Grade 1993 M and C Grades

1968 L Grade 1994 U9 and U15

1969 K Grade 1995 U10 and U17

1970 N and K Grades 1996 U9 (Res), U11 (Res) and C Grade

1971 N Grade 1997 U12

1972 M and H Grades 1998 U13 and U17

1973 N and H Grade 1999 U10 (Res)

1974 Nil 2000 U10 (Res), U15 and C Grade

1975 N Grade 2001 U7 and U16

1976 M, K and I Grades 2002 U18 and A Grade

1977 N Reserve 2003 U10 (Res)

1978 I and C Grades 2004 Nil

1979 Nil 2005 U7 and C Grade

1980 K (Res), J (Res) and H (Res) 2006 U8 and A Grade

1981 Nil 2007 Nil

1982 N Grade 2008 U7 (Div 2), U10 and A Grade

1983 C Grade 2009 U11 (Div 3)

1984 K Grade 2010 U9 (Div 2), U13

1985 M, K, J, I and D Grades 2011 U19

1986 M, I and H Grades 2012 U19

1987 N and G Grades 2013 U12 (Div 2), A Res (Div 1)

1988 M, K, I and F Grades 2014 Nil

1989

1990

M, L, J, I and H Grades

L, K, H and D Grades

2015 Nil
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE – 2015

President: John Grealy

Vice President: Jon D’Astoli

Secretary: Trevor Warner

Treasurer: Ken Slattery

Ground Manager: Chris Zanbaka

General Duties: Grant Hanratty

Sponsorship: Tim Millar

DELEGATES TO THE JUNIOR LEAGUE 2015

Trevor Warner and John Grealy Jon D’Astoli (Alternate)

TEAM OFFICIALS 2015

TEAM COACH MANAGER TRAINERS

1st Grade Brent Sherwin Chris Keenan/Dee Williams Alan Wren, Rashad Sari,

Deb Riley (FAO), Ross Kendall (Strapper)

U17-1 Michael Hanratty Grant Hanratty Wayne Hanratty, Matt Grealy ,

Steve Bennell (FAO),

U15-2 James Martin Michelle Davis Paul Ellison, Cameron Mortimer,

Tallat Saboune (FAO)

U14-2 AdamMcDonald Scott Whyte Shane Garvey, Trent Colquhoun,

Craig Jordan (FAO)

U13-1 Michael Mulvihill Raelene Davidson Liam Mulvihill, John Kitiona

U12-2 Darren Smee Adrian & Alicia Ghilardi Paul Forrester

U11-1 Shane Kennedy Tina Hansell Dave Pound

U11-2 Mark Field Tracy Cutrupi Chris Slattery

U10-1 Anthony Sahyoun Kristie Moseley Saili Seve

U10-2 Sam Chami Graham McCutcheon Adam Zanzoul, Tony Porter

U9-1 Grant Hanratty Richard Collinet Norm Bishara, Tony Porter

U9-2 Barry Sullivan Dave McAndrew Dean Stapleton, Sean Khoury

U8-1 Jon Wilson Mark Weir Michael Mooney

U8-2 Antony Gitsham Andrew Martin Steve Klem

U8-3 John Kitiona Paul Morse Paul Kitiona, Mitchell Wilson

Kyle Ford

U7-2 Gary Phillips Laura Phillips Matt Dawes

U6-1 Peter Munn Larissa O’Donovan Sean O’Donovan

U6-2 Peter Rimington John Khoury Tyron Fortunato

U5s Jason Hayward Shantelle Higham Laau Oloapu

GROUND FIRST AID OFFICERS 2015

Maureen Parnell, Craig Jordan, Tim Miller, Grant Hanratty

GEAR STEWARD 2015

John Grealy

CANTEEN MANAGER 2015

Jane Grealy
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PAST COMMITTEES

Year President Vice-President Secretary Treasurer

1965 Jack Madden Ron Smith Jim O'Meara

1966 Jack Madden Ron Smith Jim O'Meara

1967 Jim O'Meara Ron Smith John Squires

1968 Jim O'Meara Ron Smith John Squires

1969 Jack Madden Ron Smith Alan McCabe

1970 Jack Madden Jim McGrath Ray Doyle

1971 Ed Byron Jim McGrath Greg Pearce

1972 Reg McDonald John Hudson John Hudson

1973 Noelene Byron Betty McDonald John Hudson

1974 Dick O'Grady Pat Fitzgerald Keith Divall

1975 Dick O'Grady Pat Fitzgerald Keith Divall

1976 Frank Aaron - John Woods

1977 Pat Fitzgerald John Woods Dick O'Grady

1978 Neil Shields John Woods -

1979 Frank McGrath Doug Hyland John Woods Mick Stewart

1980 Frank McGrath Pat Farrell John Woods Mick Stewart

1981 Frank McGrath Pat Farrell John Woods Mick Stewart

1982 Frank McGrath Neil McKenzie Jan Williams Mick Stewart

1983 Frank McGrath Neil McKenzie John Coates Max Pavey

1984 Peter Watson Peter Berg John Coates Max Pavey

1985 Bruce Taylor Peter Berg John Coates Peter Watson

1986 Bruce Taylor Peter Berg John Coates Mick Stewart

1987 Bruce Taylor Peter Berg John Coates Alan French

1988 Phil Newton Kevin Dredge John Coates Alan French

1989 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Alan French

1990 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary

1991 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary

1992 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary

1993 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary

1994 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin Peter Waring John Burke

1995 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring John Burke

1996 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring John Burke

1997 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring Terry Hickey

1998 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring Terry Hickey

1999 Ken Hanratty Peter Raper Peter Waring Terry Hickey

2000 Ken Hanratty Peter Raper Dave Reynolds Terry Hickey

2001 Ken Hanratty Peter Raper Dave Reynolds Terry Hickey

2002 Peter Raper Alan Wren Dave Reynolds John Grealy

2003 Peter Raper Alan Wren Dave Reynolds John Grealy

2004 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Peter Yasbek Ken Slattery

2005 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Peter Yasbek Ken Slattery

2006 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Peter Yasbek Ken Slattery

2007 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Trevor Warner Ken Slattery

2008 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Trevor Warner Ken Slattery

2009 John Grealy Scott Simpson Trevor Warner Ken Slattery

2010 John Grealy Jon D’Astoli Craig Jordan Ken Slattery

2011 John Grealy Jon D’Astoli Craig Jordan Ken Slattery

2012 John Grealy Jon D’Astoli Craig Jordan Ken Slattery

2013 John Grealy Jon D’Astoli Trevor Warner Ken Slattery

2014 John Grealy Jon D’Astoli Trevor Warner Ken Slattery
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Another year, another report – a report in a year book which I’m sure no one reads. Why would I think

this? I had a Club member who has been with us for five years tell me he’d just had lunch with some

people from a couple of rival clubs who told him of our Club’s past history and successes - history and

successes that he was totally unaware of. I had another Club member of eight years ask when looking at

the first graders’ photos on the clubhouse wall, ‘Did all those guys used to play here??’ Seriously, I

wonder why JD and I spend countless hours putting this together. But I know why - unfortunately we still

live in a dream world where people do read and by reading this book (even just glancing at the headings)

will give the reader a sense of the history, culture and the pride they should have in our Club. But I know

by now you are flicking to your team report so you can read what they wrote about your child. Anyway, I

will forge ahead for the literate and those with some sort of attention span.

Though we never won a comp (and you should know I hate that!) the football was pretty good. We had

278 players spread across 19 teams all the way from Under 5s to A grade. Last year I wrote there were a

number of issues that we needed to address for this season. These included senior regos, send offs and

‘consistency and commitment’ especially in the mod ages. This year:-

 Both our U17s and A grade registered early, trained early, trialled early and both finished the

season with full squads. Big tick.

 Last year we had nine players sent off. This year it was down to five. Definitely an improvement.

Tick.

 Consistency and commitment. There were some hard decisions made in grading this year

however there is no doubt they were the right decisions. We finished third in the mod club

championship with 6 of our 7 sides making the semis, with all of those 6 making it to at least the

second week of semis. Both the 9-1s and 12-2s made the grand final. Big tick again.

We did celebrate our 50 years this season and many of our former players came out of retirement to be

part of that celebration by playing A grade. Former Bulldog and Club legend Brent ‘Shifty’ Sherwin

appeared from nowhere (actually Crackers chased him) to coach the boys. This combination was a great

success and added an extra level of spirit to the Club. Unfortunately, we didn’t win the comp and were

beaten in the final by the eventual premiers. However getting beaten by a field goal in the last 10

seconds of extra time was no disgrace and every one that saw the game realised they’d witnessed the

grand final a week early.

Of our other international sides, the 13-1s finished 3rd after completing the season with just 15 players, a

fantastic effort. Our 17-1s continue to be a work in progress and just missed the semis. However, washed

out games at the wrong time and the undefeated leaders tanking in the penultimate round meant they

were shut out of the semis. I might add Karma’s a bitch and the ‘tankers’ deservedly lost the grand final.

The pick of the mods were the 9-1s and 12-2s, both making the grand final and both putting in great

efforts. The 10-2s were minor premiers, but a diet of wash-outs, forfeits and a week off for being minor

premiers meant they were underdone when they eventually got on the field. It was a crappy way to finish

an otherwise great season.

We had 69 mini players spread over seven teams and all the boys had fun while learning the basics. Our

Club’s suggestion of an U5s comp was a huge success and stopped the other clubs from hiding ‘man

childs’ in the old 6-4s. With three U8s rolling into two teams of U9s next year, the future looks good for

our competitive teams.

Socially, we did enjoy another successful season. The highlight of our calendar was undoubtedly the 50

year reunion at the Bankstown Sports Club. Some 375 past and current players, officials and supporters

reminisced and partied till the wee small hours – a great night. Many thanks to Alan Wren, John Coates,

Ken Hanratty, Peter Raper and Ken Slattery for their organisation of the night. People just don’t realise

that planning started many months prior to the night.
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Our golf day was one of our biggest in modern times while a return to the Trotting Club for our annual

ball ensured a great night was had by all. Add to that the kids’ movie night at the Diggers (and a couple of

opening and closing nights) and I’m sure that anyone that wanted to have some fun, had plenty of

chances to get it.

Now for the thank yous:-

 Our generous sponsors;

 Our coaches, managers, FAOS and trainers (all 76 of them) for your efforts with the players;

 Our team of Ground first aiders;

 The handful of people who helped in the canteen and on the BBQ;

 The handful of people (usually the same handful from the previous jobs) who assisted in selling

raffle tickets at our venues;

 Sue Hannigan for the great job she does with the newsletter;

 Ken Hanratty for our team photos and updating the Clubhouse honour boards;

 Larissa O’Donovan, Laura Phillips, Cath Tuckett and Kellie Stapleton for the Ball and the Kid’s

movie night – both sensational nights;

 Antony Gitsham and Slats for organising the Golf Day;

 ‘New’ girls Katia Todd, Kylee Sullivan andMette Kitiona who put in some long days at the

canteen when Jane couldn’t make it.

Special thanks to Jane Grealy who has been our canteen manager since 2008. Jane finishes this year and

in her 8 years in the job, Jane has amassed gross sales of $364,160 which contributed a profit of $155,

299 to the Club – profit that goes towards reduced rego fees, gear, training shirts, trophies, etc etc. A

fantastic effort by Jane which should be appreciated by everyone at the Club.

There will be more tough decisions made next season. If your child constantly disrupts training, if your

child can’t respect the referee, if you as a parent can’t respect the referee, or if you as a parent are

constantly whinging and disrupting on team harmony, you won’t be invited back next year. Those players

and parents are simply not needed. So if any of those categories are applicable, don’t be scared to find

that greener grass before rego time.

Finally, thanks to my Committee of Trevor Warner, Jon D’Astoli, Ken Slattery, Grant Hanratty, Tim Millar

and Chris Zanbaka. Though tired and weary, we have managed to complete another successful year. Well

done and thank you. Trevor finishes this year after a second 3 year stint as secretary. Trev came back on

board to buy some time so we could find and educate a new secretary. Unfortunately that is no closer to

happening because everyone is far too busy for doing anything that doesn’t revolve around them. Be

warned - JD, Slats and myself will all be exiting in the next year or two, so if you want our great Club to

survive, you need to get involved.

And if you’ve made it this far, give yourself a pat on the back. You can still read and your attention span is

at least two minutes. Hopefully, we’ll see you next season.

GO THE SAINTS

John Grealy

President

Club President John Grealy with

wife Jane and son Tom.
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SECRETARY’S REPORT

In a sport where it is all about kids getting on the park, playing footy with their mates and having fun the

headlines this year highlighted the negative side of the game. Poor behaviour by players, parents and

team officials attracted far too much attention.

Our Club has always prided itself as being a family, a club where parents wanted to bring their children.

This year we fell short of our standards with far too many controversies. Let’s ensure that’s all behind us

and we return to our true values.

In our 50th year we put 19 teams (278) registered players on the park from under 5s to A grade with

mixed success. The 9-1s and 12-2s made it through to the Grand Final. Despite vocal support and tireless

performances both teams were beaten. The A grade, a team made up of veterans and youth lost the final

in a game many thought to be the game of the year. Our 10-2s were minor premiers. Unfortunately they

too were beaten in the final.

Congratulations to these teams and all other semi-finalists.

It took a massive effort by 75 officials and many other volunteers to make all this happen. Each and every

one of you has my personal thanks. We wouldn’t survive without your support.

Off the field we enjoyed plenty of social activity. We celebrated the Clubs 50 years with a reunion, annual

ball, movie night and golf day. All events were a great success and I would like to thank everyone involved

in the organisation.

Thank you to my fellow members of the executive team. Tireless in your efforts to see the Club succeed,

you are mostly not acknowledged for the long hours and missed family time.

I will be stepping down this year as secretary. The Club has been a part of my life for many years and I’ll

miss it.

Yours in sport

Trevor Warner

Secretary

Starting young, our Under 5’s prepare for their first game.
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CLUB SPONSORS

Thank you to all the wonderful sponsors who have supported us.

We hope to see you all again in 2015.

Shop 3/28 Cahors Road, Padstow Tel: 9771 5078

Tel: 9792 2799 E: info@cpeaustralia.com.au

Web: daystar.com.au Web: cpeaustralia.com.au

178 The River Road, Revesby 28 Childs Street, Panania

Tel: 9774 5344 Tel: 9774 1288

Web: revesbypacifichotel.com.au Web: pananiadiggers.com.au

Revesby Dental Centre

MRM Logistics

Tim Millar Plumbing

Azure Property Agents
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PLAYER ACHIEVEMENTS

HOLDEN CUP (U20s)

West Tigers: Tom Grealy

JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS 2015

SG Ball Bulldogs: Nil

Harold Matthews Bulldogs: Nil

JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT SQUADS 2015

U17s (for SG Ball 2016): Fatu Togagae (Bulldogs); Jeff Tuitavuki & Dean Xenos (Dragons)

U17s: Trey Brown; Brendon Dravet; Scott Hannigan; Damien Rowles;

Fatu Togagae; Jeff Tuitavuki: Dean Xenos

U15s: Josh Hannigan

U14s: Nil

U13s: Josh Tamotu; Nathaniel Ifopo

10 YEAR PLAYERS 2015

Ben Barrett; Graham McFarlane;

Brendon Dravet; Fatu Togagae;

Shaun Bailey; Cooper Ellison; Jayden Khoury

Daniel Cutrupi; Josh Fuller; Lachlan Jordan; Cameron Riley; Jack Titmuss; Blake Wylie

PLAYER AWARDS 2014

INTERNATIONAL PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Fatu Togagae

MOD PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Josh Tamotu

MINI PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Jack Hanratty

PRESIDENT’S TROPHY
Conor Kelley

PAUL BURKE TROPHY
Steele Brown

ROGER STONE TROPHY
Aidan Harrington

TODD COOPER TROPHY
Bailey Julian

BILL BERKLEY TROPHY
Vince Cassar
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PAST PLAYER AWARD RECIPIENTS

MINI, MOD and INTERNATIONAL ‘PLAYERS OF THE YEAR’

Year Mini Player Mod Player International Player

1983 Brett Williams Jason Berg Mark Johnsen

1984 Peter Coates Stephen Newton Graham McPherson

1985 Corey Hughes Glen Hughes Clint Robinson

1986 Brent Sherwin Brett Clements Andrew Devlin

1987 Brent Sherwin Peter Burke Andrew Devlin

1988 Peter Long Andrew French Scott McGrath

1989 Glenn Hall Shane Garvey Marco De Angelis

1990 Mark Riddell Stephen Deehan Jamie Graham

1991 Mitchell Hall Peter Cohen Brett Clements

1992 Robert Cameron Andrew Boukaram Stephen Newton

1993 Mark Taylor Anthony Charet Scott Murphy

1994 Ben Robinson Charife Chahine Brett Lee

1995 Jason Ranieri Ian Kirk Wayne Hanratty

1996 Andrew Phelps Adam Turk Adam McDonald

1997 Bill Mason Cameron Phelps Todd Cooper

1998 Ben Aggar Curtis Finn Keegan Hayden

1999 Adam Bryce Sam Reynolds Kieran Deas

2000 Jonathon Calamia Shannon Borg Eddie Fui Fui

2001 George Sava Hisham Krayem Shane Riddell

2002 Thomas Grealy Justin Pascoe Gavin Raper

2003 Tim Ward TomWilson Mitch McBride

2004 Justin Gugich Ryan Murray Mitchell Hall

2005 Devante Faanoi Mark Harb Michael Atme

2006 Devante Faanoi Jaydn McGregor Andrew Mortimer

2007 Rhys Harrington Liam Mulvihill Aaron Miranda

2008 Lachlan Jordan Jaydn McGregor David Eisenhuth

2009 Lachlan Jordan Liam Mulvihill Taylor Brown

2010 Thomas Davenport Jack Ryan Josh Rainbow

2011 Trent Bailey Kueva Lynch Luke Vella

2012 Trent Bailey Bodie Bradford Jeremy Fuller

2013 Peter Assaf Cameron Riley Wilson Faanoi

2014 Jack Hanratty Josh Tamotu Fatu Togagae
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PAST RECIPIENTS OF PERPETUAL AWARDS

PRESIDENT’S TROPHY

Year Player Year Player

2002 John Devane 2009 Kieran Deas

2003 Luke Carroll 2010 Graham McFarlane

2004 Todd Stanford 2011 Matthew Dawes

2005 Dean Woodbridge 2012 Gary Stone

2006 Dane Elliott 2013 Josh Kavanagh

2007 Sean McGuiness 2014 Conor Kelley

2008 Nathan Sellings

SECRETARY’S TROPHY

Year Player

2006 Michael Hanratty

PAUL BURKE TROPHY

Year Player Year Player

1999 Craig Guthrie 2007 Jason Mayoh

2000 Luke Notley 2008 Not Presented

2001 Junior Puroko 2009 Matt O’Shea

2002 Shaun McGuiness 2010 James Leten

2003 Dave Eisenhuth 2011 Jarrod Simpson

2004 Dane Brennan 2012 Liam Mulvihill

2005 Nathan Pettit 2013 Liam Davidson

2006 Justin Hall 2014 Steele Brown

ROGER STONE TROPHY

Year Player Year Player

1997 Justin Hall 2006 Justin McGuire

1998 Keegan Hayden 2007 Luke Lembryk

1999 Andrew Mortimer 2008 Not Presented

2000 Ben Barrett 2009 Johnathon Horwood

2001 Mark Taylor 2010 Trent Colquhoun

2002 Adam Roy 2011 Jeremy Fuller

2003 Dane Ayling 2012 Daniel Stone

2004 Troy Cohen 2013 Tom Grealy

2005 Michael Langtry 2014 Aidan Harrington

TODD COOPER TROPHY

Year Player Year Player

1999 Simon Lovisa 2007 Thomas Lambropoulos

2000 Chris Borg 2008 Mitchell Wilson

2001 John Stambouli 2009 Kayne Grove

2002 Andrew Riley 2010 Scott Hannigan

2003 Luke Collins 2011 Josh Hannigan

2004 Anthony Khoury 2012 Ethan Burke

2005 Chris Slattery 2013 Michael Forrester

2006 Liam Mulvihill 2014 Bailey Julian
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PAST RECIPIENTS OF PERPETUAL AWARDS (cont.)

BILL BERKLEY TROPHY

Year Player Year Player

1997 Simon Lovisa 2006 Kevin Weeks

1998 Matt O’Shea 2007 Alexander Masima

1999 Brendon Small 2008 Fatu Togagae

2000 Johnathon Horwood 2009 Stuart Higham

2001 TomWilson 2010 Nathan Boland

2002 Brett Denford 2011 Vincent Quintal

2003 Nathan Morris 2012 Dane Loutsos

2004 Trevor Faanoi 2013 Luke Moloney

2005 Jeremy Fuller 2014 Vince Cassar

ANTHONY BERG TROPHY (retired 2013)

Year Player Year Player Year Player

1988 Tim Roarty 1997 Sam Byron 2006 Bodie Bradford

1989 Sean Donovan 1998 Hayden Sankey 2007 Lachlan Jordan

1990 Ben Robinson 1999 Joel Smith 2008 Aidan Davidson

1991 Matt Calderon 2000 Kerry Mason 2009 Bailey Standaloft

1992 Tim Mortimer 2001 Themi Drosinos 2010 Trent Bailey

1993 Dane Corbin 2002 Tristan Boyd 2011 Hayden Swibel

1994 Gavin Raper 2003 Steele Brown 2012 Jack Hanratty

1995 Not presented 2004 Kyle Lloyd 2013 Aaron Klem

1996 Tynan Cook 2005 Kyle Churchill

FIRST GRADE PLAYERS

Gerard Raper Bulldogs (1976) Corey Hughes Bulldogs (1998)

Peter Raper Newtown (1977) Ben Roarty Melbourne (1998)

Garry Boyd Newtown (1978) Brent Sherwin Bulldogs (1999)

Greg Sankey Bulldogs (1981) Justin Holbrook Newcastle (2000)

Clint Robinson Balmain (1988) Mark Riddell St. George/Ill (2001)

Craig Weston Gold Coast (1992) Glenn Hall Bulldogs (2002)

Glen Hughes Bulldogs (1992) Cameron Phelps Bulldogs (2005)

Steven Hughes Bulldogs (1993) Jarrad Hickey Bulldogs (2006)

Brett Clements Bulldogs (1996)

LIFE MEMBERS

Ron Smith (1969) Phil Newton (1994) Ken Hanratty (2002)

Jim O'Meara (1970) Paul Edghill (1995) Chris Stokes (2003)

Jack Madden (1970) Allan Sherwin (1997) Peter Raper (2006)

Frank McGrath (1983) Peter Waring (1999) Adam McDonald (2008)

Bill Berkeley (1984) Mick Hall (2000) Alan Wren (2009)

John Woods (1991) Bill Kennedy (2000) Grant Hanratty (2010)

Neil McKenzie (1991) Michael Benjamin (2001) Scott Simpson (2014)

John Coates (1993) Terry Hickey (2001) John Grealy (2014)
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LIFE MEMBERSHIP

Scott Simpson

Scott Simpson was nominated for Life Membership by Grant Hanratty (seconded by Chris Vella) and

voted as a Life Member at the Club’s 2014 Annual General Meeting. Below is an extract from the

nomination letter for Scott along with a summary of his contribution to the Club to date.

From Grant Hanratty: Scott has been an active member of our club since 1982 to present as a player,

coach, manager, trainer and committee member, taking on various roles throughout this clubs history.

His commitment and passion has seen him have regular success and his love of football and the club have

seen him become a valued member of our club.

1982 - Player B Grade.

1983 - Player B Grade.

1984 - Player B Grade.

1985 - Player A Grade.

1986 - Player A Grade (missing season due to broken leg).

1987 - Player A Grade.

1996 - Manager U16s coached by Stan Weigold.

1998 - Trainer U16s coached by Mick Benjamin.

1999 - Trainer U17s coached by Mick Benjamin.

2000 - Trainer U18s coached by Mick Benjamin. Managed u7 res coached by Brett Tatham.

2001 - Manager A Grade coached by Steve Mayoh. Alternate delegate to the junior league.

2002 - Co-manager A Grade coached by Kenny Wilson (Premiers)

2003 - Manager U10s coached by Paul Colquhoun.

2005 - Trainer U15s coached by Jimmy Whitney.

2006 - Trainer U16s coached by Jimmy Whitney.

2007 - General committee member.

2008 - Manager U15s coached by Andrew Brown. General committee member.

2009 - Vice President.

2010 - Manager A Grade coached by Steve Mayoh.

2011 - Manager U19s coached by Daniel Wagstaff (Premiers)

2012 - Manager U19s coached by Daniel Wagstaff (Premiers)

2013 - Manager A Reserve coached by Willie Talau (Premiers)

2014 - Appointed A Grade coach, but unable to field a team.

Scott organised and assisted in running the golf day 2008-2011 inclusive. He was instrumental in getting

the annual ball off the ground in 2008. He also organised and coordinated the Masters tour of Runaway

Bay 2011-2015.
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John Grealy

John Grealy received two separate nominations for Life Membership from Ken Hanratty (seconded by

Alan Wren) and Jon D’Astoli (seconded by Andrew Brown). Club Members voted to accept this

nomination during the Club’s 2014 Annual General Meeting. Below is an extract from the nomination

letters for John along with a summary of his contribution to the Club to date.

From Ken Hanratty: Being a past president of our club, I fully realize and understand the workload

involved in running a junior football club, especially one as successful as ours. John has led our club for

the last decade as President and in that time has shown great integrity and loyalty that has upheld the

values of our history and has put our club in the strong and respected position that it holds today.

From Jon D’Astoli: John Grealy joined the Executive Committee of St. Christopher's JRLFC in 2002 as

Treasurer. At that point in time the Club had 14 teams. The man who was, to use his own words "born to

treasure", then stepped-up to become President two years later when it was needed by the Club. In 2014

he completed 11 consecutive years as President, the longest serving in the Club's 50 year history.

This has been no ordinary Presidency. During this period the club reached its largest size, peaking at 22

teams. These have not been the "Glory Days" of yesteryear when premierships and first graders were

plentiful and club members readily volunteered their time. The changing dynamics of society and rugby

league participants have presented constant and increasing challenges.

Greals displays the kind of passion that is reserved for someone in his position. Ask any Saints player if

they've heard Greals giving them a rev-up or yelling praise from the side-line. His voice is unmistakable,

and he prides himself on knowing every player by name. He wears his maroon and gold heart on his

sleeve.

1967 to 1976 - Player

1967 - U/6 St Joseph Convent CC Premiers

1969 - U/8 St Joseph Convent CC Premiers

2001 - Manager Under 6

2002 - Treasurer

2003 - Treasurer

2004 - President and Canterbury Junior Representative

2005 - President and Canterbury Junior Representative

2006 - President and Canterbury Junior Representative

2007 - President and Canterbury Junior Representative

2008 - President, Canterbury Junior Representative Manager U13 (1) and Gear Steward

2009 - President, Canterbury Junior Representative and Gear Steward

2010 - President, Canterbury Junior Representative, Gear Steward, Manager U15(1) and Canterbury

Volunteer of the Year

2011 - President, Canterbury Junior Representative, Gear Steward and Manager U16

2012 - President, Canterbury Junior Representative, Gear Steward

2013 - President, Canterbury Junior Representative, Gear Steward

2014 - President, Canterbury Junior Representative, Gear Steward
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TEN YEAR PLAYERS

Allan Murray Dawes Matthew Hickey Stephen Raper Gerard

Bailey Shaun Deehan Brendan Horwood Johnathon Raper Peter

Barakat Andrew Deehan Stephen Hughes Corey Reardon Toby

Barakat Ben Devlin Andrew Hughes Glen Reynolds Lee

Barakat Nathan Devlin Matthew Hughes Paul Reynolds Sam

Barrett Ben Devlin Sean Hughes Steven Riddell Luke

Benjamin Dean Devlin Simon Jones Bradley Riddell Shane

Benjamin Matthew Devlin Stephen Jones Gavin Riley Cameron

Benjamin Stephen Divall Stephen Jordan Lachlan Roarty Ben

Bennett Sam Donovan Brandon Keighran Glen Sader Adam

Berkley Danny Dravet Brendon Kelley Conor Salmon Mark

Berkley Jamie Dwyer John Kennedy Joshua Sherwin Brent

Berkley William (Jnr) Easton Christopher Kennedy Mark Sherwin Craig

Berkley John Edghill Matthew Khoury Chris Sherwin Greg

Berkley Liam (20yr) Eisenhuth David Khoury Jayden Simpson Jarrod

Berkley Martin Elias Dylan King Kieran Simpson Joshua

Bird Mathew Elliott Dane Kirk Ian Slattery Christopher

Boland Nathan Ellison Cooper Kitiona Paul Smith Brad

Bold Justin Faanoi Trevor Lown Stephen Smith David

Boukaram Andrew Faanoi Devante Lloyd Kyle Smith Peter

Boyd Garry Farrell Terrence Mason Grant Steward Matthew

Boyd Jarrett Finch Jack Mason Steve Stone Matthew

Bryce Jack Fitzgerald David Mayoh Jason Stone Daniel

Brennan Dane Fitzgerald Graeme Mayoh Luke Stone Gary

Brennan Garth Fitzgerald Ken Mayoh Nathan Swiderski Thomas

Brown Geoff Fitzgerald Peter McCroary Brett Tatham Kurt

Brown Andrew Formica Scott McDonald Adam Taylor Brett

Brown Graham Garvey Shane McFarlane Graham Taylor Craig

Brown Taylor Graham Jamie McGrath Scott Taylor James

Brown Steele Fuller Josh Meredith Anthony Taylor Mark

Burke Paul Grealy John Michaels Thomas Thompson-Reynolds Josh

Burke Peter Grealy Thomas Mortimer Andrew Titmuss Jack

Byron Anthony Griffith Adam Mulvihill Liam Togagae Fatu

Byron David Hall Glenn Murray Ryan Tucker Corey

Byron Christopher Hall Justin (20yr) Nash Anthony Wagstaff Matthew

Calamia Jonathon Hall Mitchell Newton Stephen Walsh James

Carroll Luke Hall Nicholas Notley Luke Waring Martin

Chahine Chehabe Hambly Andrew O’Donovan Sean Weaver Adam

Chamberlain Adam Hanratty Grant O’Grady Greg Weaver Stephen

Clements Michael Hanratty Michael (20yr) O’Neill Tim Wiegold Aaron

Coates Peter Hanratty Wayne O’Shea Matthew Williams Brett

Colquhoun Trent Harb Mark Oxley Colin Wilson Nathan

Cooper Todd Harrington Aidan Oxley Ross Wilson Mitchell

Coorey James Harrington Rhys Parslow Declan Wood Adam

Coughtrey Mark Harrison Nathan Phelps Andrew Wood Luke

Coughtrey Steve Hayward Jason Phelps Cameron Woods Adam

Cutrupi Daniel Henderson Nathan Potts Andrew Wylie Blake

Darwich Adam Hickey Adam Raikalevu Aseri Yasbek David

Davidson Liam Hickey Ben Ranieri Jason

Davidson Conor Hickey Jarrad Raper Brent

Davis Jason Hickey Patrick Raper Gavin
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UNDER 5

Back Row: Laau Oloapu, Jason Hayward, Shantelle Higham.

Middle Row: Ayden McGrath, Cooper Hayward, Quinn Gifford-Moore.

Front Row: Stephen Oloapu, Luke Petersen, Roy Eisenhuth, Campbell Whitney, Alessandro Thompson, William

Cope.

COACH’S REPORT

What an awesome first season of football for the Under 5s team. This was the boys’ first year of playing

footy and WOW how far they have come.

The boys started off with a BANG playing their first game against Berela Bears and winning 20-0.

As the season progressed the boys only got better with more of the team getting involved in the defence

and wanting to run the ball. We had our Airplanes down pat!!! In all, the boys played 13 games and won

10 of those games. For such young boys it was like they had all played footy before.

All the boys showed great character, good sportsmanship and a great attitude to training.

Even though we had a few tears, all the boys have gathered together to get each other through.

I hope next year the boys are back for another fantastic year of footy.

I would like to thank the Club for giving me the opportunity to coach such a great bunch of boys, and the

committee for their help and support during the season. They do a great job running the club!
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To the parents, for your support, encouragement and getting the boys to such early games, we

appreciate it! A HUGE Thanks to Olly Oloapu for putting his hand up to be the trainer, and for your

support and knowledge in helping to coach this team. Lastly a big thank you to Shantelle who was our

teamManager - you did a great job!

PLAYER PROFILES

William Cope:William is the smallest in our team, but one of the toughest boys. He is the definition of

“size doesn’t matter”, - his strength in tackling and his fierce running was outstanding. Great year

William.

Roy Eisenhuth: For such a young player Roy has a “step” that most would need years to master. He has

great tackling, kicking and running the ball skills. Well done Roy.

Quinn Gifford-Moore: Quinn’s involvement this season has always been busy - he never stops trying and

is one of the hardest runners in our competition. Quinn played with toughness, running like a bull and

tackling with commitment. Keep up the great work next year Quinn.

Cooper Hayward: Cooper bought plenty of emotion to our team in his first footy season. Being a big boy

for his age he took advantage of that, scoring plenty of tries. Cooper’s involvement and commitment to

the game this season was outstanding. Great year Cooper.

Ayden McGrath: One of the most improved players this season, Ayden started off shy but by the end of

the season was one of the greatest tacklers in our team. He really came out of his shell and played some

great footy. Great Work Ayden.

Stephen Oloapu: Stephen’s commitment and involvement in the game for such a young person was

amazing this season. His tackling skills were outstanding, he ran the ball fast and tackled hard. He is one

tough little guy. Great season Stephen.

Luke Petersen: Luke played a great first season of footy, each week getting more and more involved and

making some great tackles and runs throughout the season. Great season Luke.

Campbell Whitney: Cam had a great first year of footy, getting involved each week increased his

confidence. He always gave it a go and always got back up, and his commitment to the game was

outstanding. Great stuff Cam.

Alessandro Thompson: Alessandro had great first year of footy. The more he ran with the ball and made

tackles, the more confident he became with the game. Hope you enjoyed you year Alessandro and

continue playing.
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UNDER 6 Div 2

Back Row: Peter Rimington (Coach), Flynn Lovett, Cole Pihema, Charbel Khoury, John Khoury (Manager).

Front Row: Charles Rimington, Ayden Taleb, Riley Miller, Liam Maynard.

Absent: Ryan Fortunato, Jamal Moore , Tyron Fortunato (Trainer).

COACH’S REPORT

As a first time coach the approach of the new footie season was met with a mixture of nervousness and

excitement, but as the first few training sessions sped past, I was confident we could do well this year.

The 6-2s were a mix of footie first timers with a couple of second year players. This necessitated that we

commit a lot of training time to teaching the boys correct tackling technique, a lot of work was also put in

on catch/pass, play the ball and evasion.

I couldn’t have asked for a more enthusiastic team of boys who tried week-in, week-out, against some

bigger, stronger and faster teams. Although the results didn’t go our way the boys never stopped trying

and by the halfway mark of the year all of them had shown a lot of improvement.
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The results of the season most definitely did not reflect how well and how much this team have grown

into the game of rugby league. I would like to thank all the boys for trying so hard each game and for

turning up to training to have fun and progress each week with the skills they had learnt.

PLAYER PROFILES

Cole Pihema: Cole had an extremely good year and was our top try scorer. Well done mate. He scored

many of his tries this year by running hard and straight. His defence was also outstanding.

Riley Miller: Was our smallest player this year, but he was always willing to get involved in defence and

scored some great tires by running hard and stepping his way past the last tackler.

Ayden Taleb: Ayden’s tackling this year was outstanding. He was always willing to get involved in the

defence of our line and was also aggressive in his attack.

Charlie Rimington: Charlie was always keen to get involved and his confidence on the field improved with

each game. A great little runner of the ball and not shy to get in there and make a tackle.

Jamal Moore: This was Jamal’s first footy season. He started off slowly, but his tackling and involvement

in the game improved throughout the season.

Charbel Khoury: Charbel showed a great understanding of the game and what needed to be done.

Making several spectacular runs during the season, Charbel showed good skill and pace.

Liam Maynard: A good team player, with some great ball skills. He was always eager to train and play

every week, always willing to please and to do his best. Liam is a joy to have at training and on the field.

Flynn Lovett: Each round Flynn showed improvement in his understanding of the game. A strong player

with the potential to bust the defence on every run. Straighter runs next year will see Flynn score plenty

of good tries.

Ryan Fortunato: A shy little player, Ryan was always committed at training and tried hard to improve his

skills. He chased down his opponents and at times made great attempts to stop them in their tracks.
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UNDER 6 Div 1

Back Row: Peter Munn (Coach), Sean O’Donovan (Trainer), Larissa O’Donovan (Manager), Dave Prior (Trainer).

Middle Row: Declan O'Donovan, Michael Psirakis, Drew Prior.

Front Row: Kai Summerland, Jacob Dodd, Tyler Munn, Harry Paine, Caleb Mitchell, Noah Raish, Xavius Wilson.

Absent: Izhak Maarbani.

MANAGER’S REPORT

Being the manager of the 6.1’s this year was yet again thoroughly enjoyable and it was a victorious year

at that!

These boys are a great little team. With the majority of players returning from last year, we also gained a

couple of newbies - and who would have known that they had never played rugby league before! The

boys all played with pride and passion to be Saints and we as parents were all very proud to watch our

boy’s week in and week out. The majority of our boys who played their first year in Division 3 and 4 last

year, had to step it up to Division 1 and ended up beating every team in our comp with only two losses in

the season. What a difference a year makes!

This group of boys are an exciting little team to watch and their success throughout the year is a credit to

their commitment to training and focus each week. I would like to thank Peter Munn, Sean O’Donovan,

and Dave Prior for all their time and effort in training and game day. A big thank you also to all of those

parents to helped out during the year with coaching, side line cheering, BBQ, canteen and raffles.
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Thank you to the committee for all your support, guidance and hard work during the year. Without you

putting in the hours and effort, our club wouldn’t be possible. This is a great club that we are all apart of

and the pride of St Christopher’s is always strong.

Thanks again to all of our boys for your fantastic energy and spirit. We look forward to seeing each and

every one of you back next year.

GO SAINTS!!!!

PLAYER PROFILES

Jacob Dodd: He was our little firecracker last year and continued to do his best yet again. With an

awesome little side step, Jake knew exactly what he had to do and when he had to do it. He is

comfortable playing as dummy half and remains focused when he is in this role. Thanks for another great

year little guy!

Izhak Maarbani: A player that is keen to get involved, but missed a few games due to illness. Izhak uses

his quick step when needed to dodge the opposition and the palm was back from last year. Good to see

your keen approach each week. Keep up the good work Izhak!

Caleb Mitchell: What a great first year of footy! A definite team player and someone every coach would

enjoy having on their team both at training and game day. Caleb is the kind of player you can rely on in

both defence and attack. We have watched you improve game after game and are looking forward to

what you will show us next year. Well done!

Tyler Munn: A stand out player from round one. Tyler’s consistency and determination to do his best is

admirable at such a young age. There are no distractions when he is on the field as he is focused on the

job he has to do. With an awesome tackling style and the speed to get over the try line nearly every

week, Tyler is an asset to our team. Congratulations on a great year T!

Declan O’Donovan: Another great year for the kid who loves footy and just wants to play every chance

he can get. Producing a great number of tackles week after week and scoring lots of tries throughout the

season, it’s his passion for the game that is obvious. With more focus at training, Declan will be able to

achieve whatever he puts his mind to. Great year Deco!

Harry Paine: He turns up every week ready to go and full of energy. Always one of the first off the mark

in defence, he proved he has a “no fear” approach when it comes to tackling. You are an exciting player

to watch and we are looking forward to watching your skills develop next year Harry!

Drew Prior: Drew has progressed well throughout the season and his confidence grew with a big

improvement in his attack. He turns up to training and is keen to learn and develop his skills. Thank you

for all your efforts this year and we look forward to seeing you again next year!

Michael Psirakis: Our main goal in his first year of footy was to reign in this dynamite kid and keep him

focused on the tasks ahead. What a cracking player he turned out to be. Surprising the opposition

constantly with his fending and pace, he will be one to watch in the future. We love your passion!

Noah Raish: What a season this little fella had. After a few rounds of self-doubt, Noah pushed through

and showed us his team spirit was evident and he wasn’t going to give up. Both his attack and defence

improved during the season and he is a valued member of our team. Awesome job this year Noah!

Kai Summerland: A solid player who always gives his best. Kai picked up his attack this year and

produced some good runs. You are so young and we can see the potential you have to grow into an

awesome all-round player and your size will be an asset in the future. Well Done Kai!
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Xavius Wilson: A cheerful team member who always has a smile on his face and always puts his best foot

forward. Xavius is a quiet player who is willing to please and keen to learn more and develop his skills.

The later part of the season showed his eagerness to tackle well when he needed to and we enjoyed

watching you play. Great job buddy!

Under 6-1’s receive advice from their coach Peter Munn and trainer Sean O’Donovan.

Kai Summerland and Declan O’Donovan show their silverware after good performances.
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UNDER 7 Div 2

Back Row: Laura Phillips (Manager), Gary Phillips (Coach), Matthew Dawes (Trainer, inserted).

Middle Row: Khoda Rundle, Aleric Collinet, James Dawes, Braydon Pihema, Caleb Petersen.

Front Row: Tyson Tran, Casch Tuckett, Dylan Phillips, Lucas Mouawad, Joshua Hanney, Alexander Ganeme,

Nicholas Passarelli.

COACH’S REPORT

When I was asked to coach for the first time I didn't know what to expect, but I have to say it was a very

fulfilling and rewarding experience. It was a season of some results not going our way, but the boys never

gave up and they always tried their best.

MANAGER’S REPORT

With this year being my third year with St. Christopher's JRLFC as the team’s manager I have to say that I

love it even more every year. Seeing the boys develop their skills and grow their passion for rugby league

makes doing it so much more rewarding.

I'd like to thank Gary Phillips for putting-up his hand to coach the boys this year, and he couldn't have

done it without the help from Michael Ceissman and Matthew Dawes. Your time and effort doesn't go

unnoticed and on behalf of the 7-2s we would like to thank you.
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I would also like to take this opportunity to say a big thank you to our teams’ sponsor Dyna

Constructions, and to Alexander's dad for supplying all the kids with their Man of the Match medals.

Also to the parents that helped out over the season - without your help our wonderful club wouldn't be

able to run. Thank you! And one last Big Thank you to Tammy (Joshua's mum) for doing the team’s match

reports for the newsletter over the season.

PLAYER PROFILES

Aleric Collinet: With a slow start to his first season it didn't take Aleric long to get in there and have a go.

Keep up the good work buddy. See you back in 2016.

James Dawes: James is a team player and is always there in support of his teammates, he always get in

and gives his it his best. See you back in 2016.

Alexander Ganeme: Alex is another special talent on the team, scoring some awesome tries. Despite

being one of the smaller kids he was never afraid to tackle and go up against the biggest kids in the other

teams. Good work Alexander. See you back on the field in 2016.

Joshua Hanney:With his try saving tackles, his defence and the tries he got over the season, he is a

valuable teammate. Well done Josh. See you next year.

Lucas Mouawad: This was “Cheese Burger’s” first year playing footy, but to watch him you'd never have

known. His fearless approach on the field got him over line time and time again.

Nicholas Passarelli: Nicholas is our voice on the field, always keeping the boys on-side, and telling them

to push-up. Tackling, running and getting over the line are some of Nicholas’s talents.

Caleb Peterson: Another one of our all-round players, when he gets on the field every week he runs,

tackles and get that ball over the line in style. There isn't much he can't do.

Dylan Phillips: Dylan played another successful season with his attack on the field and played well as

dummy half.

Braydon Pihema: Braydon is all over the field, taking every opportunity. He can get to tackle his

opposition, and get the ball over the line. Well done mate, see you next year.

Khoda Rundle:What an all-round player. Try scoring, tackling machine, excellent runs… the list goes on

and on with him, and that's why he is our Best and Fairest.

Tyson Tran:With this being his first year playing football he sure started out with a bang. Tyson listened

well at training and used it on the field by tackling and getting the ball over the line, and that is why he is

our Most Improved Player for 2015.

Casch Tuckett: With the switch from soccer to footy it didn't take Casch long to get his confidence on the

field. With his drive he soon turned into a tackling machine. Awesome job mate. See you back on the field

in 2016.
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UNDER 8 Div 3

Back Row: Jon Kitiona (Coach), Paul Kitiona (Trainer), Paul Morse (Manager).

Middle Row:Michael Kitiona, Noah Morse, Zacharia Taleb, Rory Wilson.

Front Row: Brodie-Jay Penman, Kristian Zanbaka, Max Zanbaka, Lachlan West, Christopher Ayoub.

COACH’S REPORT

From watching some of the boys’ trial and looking at their skills set, we were basically starting from

scratch. We trained the boys to play some form of structure in games and to prepare them for Mod

football next year - this was the main goal for the team. Two boys nominated themselves to play up an

age group Rory and Michael, much to the surprise of their parents. We had a first timer in Lachlan (a

natural) and Chris in his second year of footy, so I thought it would take a whole season to achieve this,

but having football heads in the squad like the Zanbaka boys in the halves, Noah who we can slot in any

position, Zac in the engine room and our speedster out wide Brodie, represented a well-balanced side.

Getting them to play the brand of football we were trying to introduce during training, we reaped the

rewards as the season progressed.

First round we had some tight games (close losses) and only two wins, but I could see the way the boys

were improving. I was keen to face the opposition again in the second round as the majority of the

teams were still playing under 6’s style football, crowding the ruck and just give it to one kid to score all

their points and that was one thing I did not want in our play. Results in the second round saw the boys
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stringing five wins together, which was very rewarding for coaching staff and parents. But it was the way

that the boys were winning that was the most satisfying. Losing Kristian for most of the round due to a

broken nose and playing without a bench speaks for itself. It was good to witness how the boys have

progressed throughout the season. I hope that we have achieved our goal to give them confidence and,

at this age, to have fun at the same time. That will bring kids back.

I would like to thank our manager Paul for his help this season, organising the team and also helping out

with training. We had some bonding sessions for the kids this year where one or two finished late into

the morning, tells you how well the boys got along (and I think the dads enjoyed those sessions more)! A

big thank you also to our trainers Paul, Kyle, Mitchell and Mark for giving up their time with training and

game days – it’s nice to give back to the club. Some of the father’s, Matt and Mike, helped out as well,

and we also had mini-trainers in Owen and Jack who would always turn-up giving their little pointers.

These guys are trainers in the making, and ball boys on game day. Thanks to Tim for doing one or two

sessions with the boys - a different voice definitely helped. Lastly to the boys, I could not have asked for

a better group of kids (no egos). They were a credit to their parents which made coaching this year very

enjoyable! Bring on 2016, I hope you guys all come back.

PLAYER PROFILES

Brodie-Jay Penman: I always hear that saying “you can’t coach speed” and to add to that a natural “in

and away” running style, stepping off both feet. Some of Brodie tries this year just blew me away. We

worked on his defence and towards the second half of the season it was Brodie’s improved tackle tech

that I am most pleased about. He loves to train and it showed on the field with an awesome attitude this

year. Good luck for next season.

Chris Ayoub: Second year in footy and one of the characters in our side, Chris wanted to play in every

position. A robust type of player, always hard to stop, guaranteed that he was going to score with ball in

hand, but I think he was following Jarrod Haynes footsteps at the start of the season play gridiron. One

game he crossed the try line four times, threw the ball down three times and scored one try, much to the

frustration of his mother and coaching staff. In the second round of footy we fixed that NFL problem he

was having and got him playing the real deal contact game, so he finished off the season strong. Can only

get better, one of those of boys you would love to have on your side. Had a great season.

Kristian Zanbaka: Having boys with football heads does contribute to the success of the team and

Kristian was one the main reasons why we played with a lot of structure organising our attack, we tried a

few boys at the start of the season in the halves and dummy half, but was told “no, I don’t want to play

that position”, I made the decision then to leave Kristian in the halves for the season and to his credit he

grabbed it with both hands and had the initiative to rotate with his brother whenever he wanted to run.

He played what was in front of him and in doing so scored some beautiful tries. Hoping for big things in

2016 whatever sport he decides to play, he’s just a natural talent. Thanks for the year!

Lachlan West: “Pocket Rocket” is the first thing that comes into mind when I see Lachey sprinting down

the side line or darting through traffic - you just see these tiny legs pumping. The excitement he

generates with proud mum and sister cheering on the sideline just puts a smile on your face. First year in

footy – WOW, and with dad on board the potential is endless. At the start of the season it was his attack

I was excited about, but defence is what really surprised me - forcing us to move him towards the middle.

Pulling off some beautiful front on tackles on bigger boys in the St John’s game was one of the highlights

of the season. Another kid who loved to train can only get better awesome year.

Max Zanbaka: One of our leading try scorers this year, it’s frightening if this guy played a whole season

(shortened due to his injury). Definitely for me the highlight of the year was the Moorebank game with

Max scoring after the bell to steal the win, leaving Moorebank coaching staff shattered along with there

not so sportsman-like players. It cannot get any sweeter. A lot of credit has to go to these type of boys

who just play to win and in doing so the whole team feeds off that type of energy. The hardest part as a

coach was controlling it. He was given the go-ahead to play what he sees and if the defence was not
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ready he will go for it, and 90% of the time he would score. Just like his brother, it would not matter

what sport he would take up just be a natural - always competitive. Thanks for the year!

Michael Kitiona: The main reason why I took up coaching this year in mini’s I did not think it was fair for

another dad to get grey hairs from my son other than me. In saying that I knew it would be a challenge

for him playing up an age group and from doing nothing for two years and to play some type of structure

footy was always going to be hard this year, especially with training drills. I saw major improvements in

his play, mainly in defence. That was the one thing I wanted to work on was to make contact. As the

season progressed Michael had some great runs and kicked a goal, so I could not be any prouder and

cannot ask for much more as a coach and parent. Had a great season - bring on next year.

Noah Morse: The one person you did not want to upset at training or in games (opposition would find

out the hard way), Noah would just nail them in defence. One of our best defenders and I don’t think he

realises how strong he is. Scored some beautiful tries this season, but the one game that comes into

mind was the first game he filled in for Max at dummy half where he scored three tries for us. But St

John’s did not seem to appreciate that and in doing so they started to sledge and kick-out at him when he

would make a tackle. I remember the one kid that was giving him hell, Noah came across and just

crunched him. Another footy head you could put anywhere on the field, had a great season. Good luck

for 2016 mate!

Rory Wilson: The biggest regret this season was missing Rory’s first try, I was told you could hear Matt

cheer from Punchbowl Park to Billy D. Having everyone score a try besides Rory, the season was drawing

to an end with only four games left, it was up to the Zanbaka boys to get him over with their vision on the

footy field. I was feeling quite confident the boys would succeed. We were close to achieving our goal

during the Berala game, but to do it in our second-last game has to be the highlight of the season. Rory

still had a lot of work to do to score that try and it just makes this year so much more rewarding as a

group, even our trainer Paul who rarely gets excited, came home pumped. Big improvement this year

with Rory we could see glimpses of things to come. He had some great runs and kicked some goals which

was awesome to see. Just like my Michael, a work in progress. Thanks for the season mate - bring on

2016.

Zac Taleb: I wasn’t quite sure why Zac was in this division, but I was more than happy to take him. I

basically rate boys on their defence (attack will always come), but to have someone do what he did for us

every week was mind blowing. The last game of the season was our worst, but to see someone this

young not giving up, even though the game was gone and the season finished, to be constantly making

tackles on boys - I could not be more proud. To see him give it his all from the first game he played to the

last, regardless of the result, is one thing you cannot coach - it comes from within. The biggest attribute

with Zac’s defence is his timing and “Hit and Stick”. He would get pulled up from the Ref on some of his

tackles, but if those were made in an older age group, it would be just be a good solid hit. Zac scored

some awesome tries this season, but if I would tell him that we need metres or field position, he would

put his head down and run straight and do the simple things. Nothing fancy, but very effective. He is

mature for his age and will easily progress into Mods. He has my vote for player of the year. Great

season!
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UNDER 8 Div 2

Back Row: Andrew Martin (Manager), Antony Gitsham (Coach), Steve Klem (Trainer).

Middle Row: Riley Todd-Bonselaar, Edwin Carrera, Cooper Martin, Edan Wallace.

Front Row: Alexander Bruno, Leon Rizoglou, Rhys Gitsham, Jake Bender, Aaron Klem.

COACH’S REPORT

I have been a team manager with the Club for five years now, but this season was my first as a coach. It

was a very enjoyable and rewarding experience, even when the kids wouldn’t listen to a word I said. It

was great to see individuals and the team develop over the year and when all the boys had their heads

ready on a Saturday morning, we could have beaten any team. Unfortunately our size was not that of the

competition, so almost every round they had a big mountain to climb to get that win. Many thanks to my

manager Andrew and trainer Steve – and the parents that helped over the year especially, Frank and

Lewis.

PLAYER PROFILES

Jake Bender: The wrecking ball of the team, when Jake got his head of steam up and ran straight, he was

unstoppable. Fearless in attack and defence, Jake was a great all round player and a pleasure to coach.
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Alexander Bruno: Determined, focused and very competitive – Alexander gave 100% every game and

proved to be a great dummy half for the team. Very quick with a dangerous step, Alexander scored some

great tries throughout the season.

Edwin Carrera: Confident, strong and tough spring to mind when I think of Eddie – a very capable player

who was an expert at hitting the ball at speed and putting in the big hits in defence. He has a good

understanding of the game and great timing.

Rhys Gitsham: Fast and great in open space, Rhys was mostly comfortable in attack. Not afraid to run

straight, but did prefer the outside run which his pace allowed him to do. Will need to improve on his

belief in defence as he knows how to tackle, but chooses not to in most games. I will need to feed him

and bulk him up if he wants to play next year in the under 9’s.

Aaron Klem: One of the smallest boys on the field every week, but always the biggest tackler with the

biggest hits. Aaron’s approach to the game is to run as hard and as fast as he can and with no fear. He

also has pace and a step and is becoming a great well rounded player – let’s hope no NFL scouts notices

him next season and whisk him off to the US.

Cooper Martin: Often quiet in the early stages and easing himself into each game, once Cooper

remembers his size and strength, the big tackles and straight runs start to flow. A great listener and a

pleasure to coach – will be a handful for the opposition once he realises his full strength and ability.

Leon Rizoglou: Another wrecking ball in our team. Leon has a great passion for the game and had all the

moves, straight hard runs, pace around the outside, or a side step Benji Marshal would be proud of. Also

great in defence with his fearless tackles, Leon was an asset to our team and a delight to train.

Riley Todd-Bonselaar: The General of our team, a natural at first receiver with the great ability to

organise our attacking line. Riley proved to be a great leader on the field and was fearless in attack and

defence, great hands and a nice sidestep.

Edan Wallace: The Usain Bolt of the team, Edan’s electric pace and deadly sidestep proved to be too

much for many of the opposition making him our top try scorer for the season. A good listener in

training, whose defence abilities grew every week. Often a miracle worker, finding gaps and creating

opportunities out of nothing.
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UNDER 8 Div 1

Back Row:Michael Mooney (Trainer), Jon Wilson (Coach), Mark Weir (Manager).

Middle Row: Lachlan Burke, Itula Seve, Matthew Fitzgerald, Ryan Skinner.

Front Row: Isaac Mooney, Thomas Scott, Lucas Pengue, Noah Weir, Zeedan Wilson, Patrick Forrester.

COACH’S REPORT

Congratulations on another outstanding year 8.1’s! This group of players have worked hard on their skills

the past few years and are going to be an exciting team next year and beyond going into competitive

Rugby League. They are a great bunch of boys who always show the utmost of respect towards officials,

team mates, opposition and referees. This team has everything: defence, attacking skills, a captain that

leads his team around the park, and probably the best player in the comp who is a great team player and

always supports his teammates. This group of young men is a team whom every player is one that each

teammate wants to play alongside. It has been a pleasure to coach this group and I would like to thank all

the parents and staff who positively support and encourage the boys. Looking forward to a successful

2016.

MANAGER’S REPORT

This being my first year as Manager for the team it was extremely rewarding and I thoroughly enjoyed

every part of it. This year we had a few new players join us and it did take a few games to find our feet,

however the potential for this team to develop into one of the competitions best is there. The boys
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worked hard at all facets of the game and it was great to see them develop throughout the year, and

having next year in mind it does look promising in a very tough competition.

I would like to thank Jon Wilson for coaching the boys and having his calibre coaching our boys is really

starting to tell by the techniques and skills they have now. Thanks also to Michael Mooney for being the

trainer once again and for his efforts throughout the season. I would also like to thank my wife Louise for

writing up most of the game reports throughout the season and also helping out at training in the later

part of the season.

Thank you to the parents who helped out before the games and at the raffles - I really appreciated it. To

the St Christopher’s committee who put in the hard work and effort behind the scenes to ensure all

teams are able to take the field I appreciate your effort and commitment. Finally thanks to the boys who

all turned up ready to train and play hard on the weekends. I look forward to seeing this team now move

into a more open field in the mod version of the game where their defence and attack will be hard to

beat.

PLAYER PROFILES

Itula Seve: The all-round player that put in 100% at every game. His strong running is undoubtedly the

best in the under 8’s competition. This is shown in the fact Itula was the top try scorer and the top points

scorer for the competition. Itula’s defence is some of the best you will see of someone of this age. Itula is

a deserving winner of this year’s Best and Fairest award.

Zeedan Wilson: Solid defence is a constant with Zeedan. He is first up in the defensive line and when a

tackle is needed to be made, you can guarantee you will see Zeedan making it. Zeedan is also a very

handy ball player who can lead the boys around the park when called upon.

Patrick Forrester: The leader of the pack. Pat is the teams lead ball player and his ability to steer the boys

around the field is something you would expect to see in a kid much older than Pat. He plays whole

heartedly week in, week out. It should be mentioned that Pat is never shy to steer away from making

tackles, especially on kids near twice his size.

Lucas Pengue: The true all-rounder. Lucas is the teams main dummy half and his defence is something

you would expect to see in a future hooker of the game. Lucas is quick on his feet and he has a shifty step

to help him find his way to the line.

Ryan Skinner: This was Ryan’s first year of rugby league and well, who would have thought that. Ryan

knows how to hit the ball at pace and has a nice step on him which saw him make the metres up the

middle of the field when needed.

Noah Weir: The speedster of the team. Noah has shown his potential this year by making plenty of

metres when he has the ball in his hands. He has a great step and has learnt to stick to the wing and back

up the bigger boys, showing his ability to be a great support player.

Lachlan Burke: The way Lachlan can run on to the ball and break through the defence us just nothing

short of brilliant to watch. His ability to react to an offload has seen him grab his share of tries this

season.

Thomas Scott: Tommy shows his strength when the boys have to defend. He moves up quick and is there

to shut down the opposition when needed. He reads the play well and also knows how to run on to the

ball and gain the metres that matter.

Isaac Mooney: Isaac has shown he has the pace to get him through the line. Isaac is always ready for a hit

up to help out his team mates. Isaac shows a great understanding of the game and knows how to back up

the bigger boys in attack.
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Matthew Fitzgerald: Matthew has shown great ability and improvement this season. Matthew has

shown he can match it with the big kids of the competition. Matthew plays like a true forward and when

running hard, has proven unstoppable.

A great time was had at the

Saints Annual Ball.
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UNDER 9 Div 2 – SEMI FINALISTS

Back Row: Dean Stapleton (Trainer), Dave McAndrew (Manager), Barry Sullivan (Coach), Sean Khoury

(Trainer).

Middle Row: Thomas Patterson, Zach Maarbani, Cameron OShea, Joseph Auta, Taj Stapleton, Oscar Sullivan,

Patrick Delinicolis, Damon Taufa, Thomas Marshall.

Front Row: Lucas McAndrew, Benjamin Pittman, Marcus Khoury, Logan Lake, Takerei Barden-Te Amohanga,

Isaiah Lee.

Ball Boy: Billy Sullivan.

MANAGER’S REPORT

What a great season, making it through to our first semi-finals which no one was expecting.

Unfortunately we didn’t quite make the big one, being beaten by the team that went on to win the

comp. Given our rocky start to the season, as most of the kids have not played together as a team before

and with few new to playing footy, I believe that they grew each game and worked out their positions in

the team.

The boys knew each week what Baz needed them to do, it was just trying to get them to put it into

practice. Finally with 2-3 games to go, they started to show Baz it could be done. Playing hard and rough

teams, the boys all rallied together to support and cheer each other on, pulling ourselves up when we

were stamped on. Great effort boys, very proud of you all.

Again, I need to take this opportunity to thank our coaching staff, Baz for stepping up and teaching our

boys how to be better players. Always having the patience to continuously provide the support the boys

needed. Words cannot explain what a change you have made to the team from the first time we took

the field to the last. Dean, for always putting in the time and effort with them, being the one to take the

field and boost their confidence when required. To step up at training when Baz was unable to be

there, the boys respect you for this and so do the parents.
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Thanks to the parents that jumped onto the field each training session, running through the drills with

the kids. For those that jumped on to the BBQ and into the Canteen each home game, we appreciate it.

PLAYER PROFILES

Joey Auta: The biggest kid in our team with the biggest smile and was the life of the party, Joey has a lot

potential. We really started to see it at the end of the season when he showed us how to run over the top

and through the defence. Well done.

Takerei Barden-Te Amohanga: Taco is another of our new kids to the club and had a great session as our

enforcer on the field, always leading from the front, devastating the defence and taking those hard runs.

Had some quiet times during the season, but always led from the front. Great Effort

Patrick Delinicolis: Velco had a great year of footy this season and once he understood the part he had to

play in the team things really picked up. Defence was Pat's strong side and once he got a hold of

you there is no way he would let go. Hope you stick to it next season.

Marcus Khoury: By saying Marcus had a great year is an understatement. We had it all coming from this

kid, doing a great job in defence, to topping the team in point scoring from tries and conversions, and

really taking it to them in attack. And if he wasn't busy pumping those little legs of his, he was busy

yapping away being the defacto team organizer.

Logan Lake: Logan was a hard worker, always doing what was asked of him at training and game day. We

got him working on his defence and it finally showed last game. Great effort.

Isaiah Lee: For being a new kid on the block Isaiah was a great listener and was always looking to

improve. For a little player, he always played above his size, making good runs, scoring tries and showing

good ball skills - he’s one to watch next season.

Zachariah Maarbani: Zac, what can I say about this kid. One of the toughest kids out on the field every

game and always putting in 100% each game, He started off a little quiet in the season, but has made

himself known for been one of the real danger man in attack and defence and, given his size, he made

tackling those bigger kids look easy. Well done mate.

Thomas Marshall: First year with the club and new to the game this boy has it all - ability, speed and

strength. He sure was a real pocket rocket when it came to each game. Getting in there and giving it a

real go and putting himself everywhere he was needed. One to watch.

Lucas McAndrew: Lucas' keenness really showed this year. He found his place as first receiver which you

could tell he really enjoyed. From making sure the ball was shared around, to doing some quick runs, and

even getting in some great kick/chases which resulted in some fantastic tries. In defence Lucas just needs

to focus on getting down low to make those tackles and not try to tackle those big kids up high!

Cameron O’Shea: Cam had a great start to the season, always doing what was asked of him. Playing out

on the wing and always pulling out some flashy performances, he crossed the line enough times to be top

points scorer, only to be denied every time. Unfortunately, a serious head clash at training saw him side-

lined for the last part of the season. But being the sportsman, he came down each game to show support

and be our much needed Ball Boy.

Thomas Patterson: Thomas had a good year of footy, always trying different positions on the field to find

his niche, and having moments of greatness that led to some great tackles and tries.

Benjamin Pittman: Ben had a cracker of a season, finding his role as full back and one of our organizers.

Always showing great speed and strength in attack and defence each game, all game, and always

stepping up when we needed it for those try saving tackles or last second tries. Well done.
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Taj Stapleton: Taj was one of the more solid kids in our team and a real great all round player. If he

wasn't out there doing some great defence, he was picking the right moment to run with the ball with

devastating effect! A real quiet achiever.

Oscar Sullivan: One of the bigger kids in our team, Oscar had a great year and was always in there leading

the way in defence, and loved to get a good hit-up going, trying to bust through the opposition’s defence.

When he did get through, Oscar was like a steam train winding up - he was unstoppable.

Damon Taufa: Damon found his position in the team on the wing where he loved to send the opposition

players over the sideline. Damon has a lot of talent, but needed to be at training more to understand the

team structure and his role to unlock his full potential.

Under 9-1 Grand Finalists
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UNDER 9 Div 1 – GRAND FINALISTS

Back Row: Richard Collinet (Manager), Grant Hanratty (Coach), Norm Bishara (Trainer), Tony Porter (Trainer).

Middle Row: Nikitas Glynatsis, Joshua Dunn, Mitchell Rowles, Adrien Safi, James Safi, Kian Todd-Bonselaar,

Mark Bishara.

Front Row: Zac Porter Ellias Papadopoulos, Jack Hanratty, Logan Collinet, Lucas Cassar, Liam Walsh.

COACH’S REPORT

Well what a year the U9s Division 1 team had this season! If someone had said to me at the start of the

year that we would make the Grand Final, I would of looked at them with disbelief. Fortunately for us

this was the case and we did make it all the way to the big stage.

We started the year in the usual fashion with 36 boys all vying for a spot in the top side. We went

through the grading process and trial matches with two teams of 15 being sorted out. Unfortunately this

year we had to cut six boys from our Club as we could only accommodate 30 players.

Our side after being graded settled into our routine of training two nights a week, concentrating on our

skills and drills, as well as trying to learn how to play a more structured style of football. We put the boys

into positions that we thought best suited their abilities and skill level, and proceeded to mould them into

a competitive team.

As a team, myself, Norm, Tony, Richard and the boys set our first goal to at least make the top five and

play in the semis at season end. We achieved that goal and even better than we thought by finishing

third on the ladder. A good win in the last comp game against Chester Hill secured our position.
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Into the semis we went and we set our second goal for the year, make the Grand Final. This was going to

be very hard, but we were very confident and believed that the boys could make it. But they themselves

needed to do two things: play good footy and believe in their own abilities. Again, fortunately for us, the

boys did just that and we made it with a good win over Berala Bears in the first semi, who had beaten us

in the competition proper. We then met the undefeated Greenacre Tigers, narrowly going down 12-6 in

a game that really showed how much we had improved as a team defensively. This really gave the boys a

sense that they could actually compete with the Tigers who had previously dominated us for the past two

years.

In the final we met Berala Bears again and it was in this game that I feel the boys probably played their

best game of the year. We dominated them all game and were never in danger of losing, and we

progressed into the grand final.

Grand Final Time. We went through the usual motions of training and preparation and the boys were

looking good to maybe pulled-off the upset of the year. It wasn’t to be for us with the Tigers playing one

of their best games of the year and us not playing our greatest game. Unfortunately we fell short at the

last hurdle.

In wrapping up, I would like to say what an awesome effort our team put in this year. You all played over

and above my expectations and you really did me proud as a coach. Your commitment was outstanding

and I feel that as a team we were extremely successful.

I would like to thank Richard for his managerial skills, attending meetings and making sure all the relevant

information was passed around. Thanks mate.

Tony and Norm, my trainers and water boys, you guys helped me immensely from running the water to

running the training days when I was at work. Without you our team would not have achieved half of

what we did this year. Thank you.

Thank you to the parents of the team for almost always getting the boys to training and games on time. I

thank you for putting your trust in me to coach your sons. Lastly the boys, you achieved so much this

year and you should be so proud of your efforts. You gave me so much to smile and laugh about this

year. I look forward to seeing what you can do next year. The sky is the limit. Just believe in yourselves

and anything is possible. Thanks for the year.

PLAYER PROFILES

Jack Hanratty: Another very good year from Jack saw him again be one of our most consistent players.

Played the important role of dummy half this year and with the new rules was able to catch many teams

out with his quick darts around the ruck. Has a very good footy brain and a very good kicking game and

was always creating that spark when needed. Was our leading try scorer again with some good individual

tries for the team.

Mitchell Rowles: A great year from our big hard running front rower. This year Mitch stepped it up a level

to become one of the most devastating runners in the comp. Very hard to stop when at full pace and

scored some good tries with his bullocking runs. His defence this year was also very good and you could

always count on him to pull off some try saving tackles. When he realises his size and strength look out.

Mark Bishara: Stepped up to Div 1 this year after a season in the Division 2 side last year. Played all year

in the forwards and was always making metres for the team. Always gave his best for the team and

regularly made the coach laugh with his expert advice at training. When he really comes out of his shell

he will be a force not to be messed with. Must believe in his size and strength.

Kian Todd-Bonselaar: A much improved year from Kian saw him become a valuable team member who

could always be counted on to do his best for the team. Played half and centre this year and directed the

team well across the field. His best asset was his great defence and when he got angry with the
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opposition they sure knew to stay away and not run in his direction. Awarded the Coach’s award this

year.

Joshua Dunn: After his first year of footy playing in the Division 3 team, Josh stepped it up this year and

made the team, and thoroughly deserved his spot. A good tackler and an elusive runner he never

disappointed and always gave his best. It’s always very hard coming into a new team, but Josh slotted in

nicely. Has a “no fear” approach to the game and with this season under his belt I’m sure he will be even

better next year. Took out our “Most Improved Player” this year.

Nikitas Glynatsis: New to the team this year after making the switch from Revesby Heights

Rhinos. Played all year in the forwards and was a good runner of the ball who always made ground for

the team. Never took a backward step in defence and could be relied on to always help out his team

mates. A good listener at training and was always willing to learn. Can only get better from here.

Lucas Cassar: Another player back up in the top grade this year. Lucas is a very good player and when he

backs himself is one of the best tacklers in the team. Played on the wing and centres this year and always

tried his best. When he got his opportunity he never let the team down and made some valuable

contributions to the team. Will benefit from this year and continue to improve.

Elias Papadopoulos: Another good year from Elias who again was always giving his best. Loves the tough

stuff and always put his body on the line for the team. Made plenty of strong runs off the tap restarts and

was a handful for the opposition to tackle. If Elias hits you in defence you definitely feel it and he often

left opposition players praying for mercy.

LiamWalsh: Another new player to the team making the switch from the Moorebank Rams. Liam didn’t

disappoint and was one of our standout players this year. He has speed to burn and he often left players

in his wake. Defensively he is very good and often pulled off a try saving tackle. Played in the halves this

year and directed the team over the park well. Will benefit from this year and be even better next

season.

Logan Collinet: Our smallest player in the team, but one who plays well above his weight. Played most of

the year rotating from dummy half and wing and did a great job around the ruck, with some good scoots

catching the markers napping. Never afraid to tackle the bigger boys. A good trainer and listener who

took everything on board and never let his team mates down.

Zac Porter: Another great year from Zac playing in the halves and centres this year. A good talker and

organiser and was responsible for running the plays across the field. Zac has a very quick turn of speed

and when he decides to go you better look out. Strong in defence he was always in the thick of the

action. Another player with plenty of advice for the coach and always needed me to hold something of

his.

Adrien Safi: Another fantastic year from our big from rower who led from the front in every game. Has to

be one of the most damaging runners in the comp and always did the hard yards up the middle of the

ruck. His defence again was a force in itself and when he hit, he hit hard. Got through a ton of work every

game and teams feared him every time he touched the ball. He was one of our most consistent players

every week.

James Safi: After taking out our most improved player last year I was expecting big things from him this

year, and boy he didn’t disappoint. Another of our front rowers he thrived doing the hard yards. One of

the hardest runners and tacklers in this competition and the opposition teams feared him wherever he

was. Tough just doesn’t describe him well enough. He saved probably his best footy for the finals where

he tackled everything that moved. Thoroughly deserves our Best and Fairest player this year.

Harrison Holmes: Played the first half of the season, but pulled out of the team mid season for personal

reasons.
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UNDER 10 Div 2 - FINALISTS

Back Row: Adam Zanzoul (Trainer), Graham McCutcheon (Manager), Sam Chami (Coach), Tony Porter (Trainer)

Middle Row: Cooper Sutton, Abdoulaye Bah, Edward Higham, Daniel McCutcheon, Xavier Zanzoul, Hussein

Chami.

Front Row:Matthew Cutrupi, Cooper Hanney, Zane Kourouche, Bailey Julian, Ryan Porter, Ryan Godbier,

Cameron Mellas.

Absent: Youssef Maarbani.

COACH'S REPORT

What a season to remember. Our team was formed and finalised one weekend before our first round of

footy - not the ideal preparation. Having nine players returning from 2014 meant the backbone of our

team was back for another season. We welcomed aboard four new players who had never played before

and one player from a rival club. Our first game we suffered a loss and we had a big job on our hands for

our boys to compete week to week. To the boys’ credit and a full week of hard training and bonding,

things were going to change - I could feel it. The boys went on winning all of the regular season games,

beating and getting revenge on last year’s grand-final rival team in a thriller at Billy D. This is when the

bubble was going to burst.

Leading into our finals we all realised how important game time and real game practice comes into the

equation. Having not played for the last five weeks of the regular season due to washouts and forfeits we

still finished as Minor Premiers and had another week off - not what the doctor ordered. The boys trained

hard throughout, even in the rain and wind. They even trained on the tennis courts when the grounds

were closed, only to lose one game short of the Grand Final. Still a remarkable effort from all players

involved and I am very proud of each and every one of them.

Thank you to all the parents for their hard work, bringing the boys to training and games, dashing around

to get them there on time so they wouldn’t get that look from me - and you all know that look I’m talking

about.
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A very big thank you to our manager Graham for all his hard work behind the scenes and keeping me and

the team updated. Thanks to Tony for all his work with the team when he was available. A very special

mention and thank you to Adam whose work with our team was extraordinary. He put a lot of passion

and all his heart into the boys, pushing them to their limits and getting the most out of every single player

while having fun at the same time. He’s a very special member of our team and one every coach dreams

of having around, an asset in our club.

Finally a big thank you to John Grealy and our club for giving me the opportunity to go another season

and all your hard work to make it possible every week for the game we all love.

PLAYER PROFILES

Hussein Chami: (Captain) Position Forward/Half-back. Hussein was given a new role in his team as a half-

back this year and led the boys in the right direction in our team structure. After years of developing his

passing game he was going to finally put this to practice. Hussein started to understand the game much

better in pressure situations and stepped in the forwards when the hard yards were needed to be made.

Hussein never gave up and kept going to the last second, leading the team by example. Another great

season mate.

Abdoulaye Bah: Position Full Back/Dummy-half. Abdoulaye had an excellent rookie season and fitted in

well with his team mates. Having a background in touch footy the main focus was teaching him to tackle.

Abdoulaye took this challenge head-on and was willing to learn and stepped up to the task. He is a very

quick learner and demonstrated great technique, combined with his evasion skills this made him a stand

out and bagged a couple of tries. Excellent rookie season.

Bailey Julian: Position Centre/Wing. Bailey played every game as if it was the last. He has discipline,

courage and he wears his heart on his sleeve. Bailey had an excellent season, he attended every training

and game day ready, always intense and with a competitive nature. This year Bailey‘s development went

up to a new level and his continued progress made him an extraordinary player. Good stuff.

Cooper Sutton: Position Half-back. Once again Coops was given the job of steering the ship. Cooper’s

communication in attack was an asset to our team and he played to the game plan, and in so doing he

unselfishly always put his team first. Cooper’s defensive efforts also raised the bar with some bone

rattling tackles. He is a very special player in our team.

Cameron Mellas: Position Forward. Cameron was new to our club and he did fit really well into the team.

After the trials and first couple of rounds Cameron started to shine, showing glimpses of what he was

made of. As the season progressed so did he. A great season and a great base to work off for next year.

Cooper Hanney: Position Forward. The wrecking bull, this was Cooper’s best season by far. Fearless in

attack and defense, Cooper was first to put up his hand to take the opposition front-on in his role as a

dominant forward. Cooper’s defensive effort was a standout this season with great technique shown.

Cooper was a pleasure to coach and never complained and did all this with a smile on his face.

Matthew Cutrupi: Position Dummy-half/Wing. Matthew’s defence went up a notch this season.

Matthew’s value in our team was cutting off the opposition wingers down the sidelines. Matthew saved a

lot of tries down this corridor. As well as defence his ball work improved as well. Matthew learnt how to

hold his position in attack and when the ball came his way he was bound to score. Another great season

mate.

Daniel McCutcheon: Position Forward. Power, size, speed – these are great assets for a forward. Daniel

throughout the season put these tools to work with some great runs through the opposition’s defence.

Daniel has developed as a great ball runner and surprised himself and his coach when he really fired up.

In defense Daniel improved and wasn’t afraid to rumble when it was on. Another great season to build

on.
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Edward Higham: Position Centre/Wing. Edwards first season was based on learning the game and finding

his role in our team. As the weeks went on he trained hard and played harder. Edward developed in the

drills at training and made good progress throughout the year.

Xavier Zanzoul: Position Forward. The first at training and last to leave, Xavier has put in a lot of hard

work throughout the season and it paid off this year. Xavier developed in the forward position, running,

busting tackles, and ball work to go along with it. In defence, his power and size gave the opposition no

option but to detour from him. An excellent team player who was loved by his team mates. Xavier

showed some red hot form during the season with hard earned meters and even pleased his dad (and we

all thought that was impossible).

Ryan Porter: Position Half-back. Ryan’s position was valuable in our team as it has been in previous

seasons. Direction and understanding of the game plan put our team on the right path for the hard

fought wins. Throughout the season Ryan started to use cut-out passes and pin-point direction in kicks

for some thriller tries. Great team player and a pleasure to watch and coach.

Youssef Maarbani: Position Dummy Half/ Wing. AKA the slippery snake. Brilliant evasion skills and a very

passionate player. Youssef turned up to play week to week and was pumped and ready to rock and roll

and did he do a great job. Halfway through the season Youssef timed his runs well from dummy half and

bagged a few tries to go along with it. Great work mate.

Ryan Godbier: Position Forward. Ryan was a newcomer to our team and had no previous experience in

the game, but he was happy to have a run. As the season progressed so did Ryan’s skills in our drills. Ryan

trained very hard throughout the season and it paid off with more game time. Ryan’s confidence built up

as the weeks went on and he bonded very well with his team mates. Ryan was a pleasure to coach and to

watch him change from a boy wanting to have a run around to a good league player.

Zane Kourouche: Position Wing/Centre. Zane came across to our team for his first season. Zane slotted in

the team in the back line. After a couple of weeks of settling in he showed his biggest asset, “heart”. His

defence was great and as the season went on he progressed. A good start in league.

Breaking bread, ready for our game day barbeque.
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UNDER 10 Div 1 - FINALISTS

Back Row: Saili Seve (Trainer), Kristi Mosely (Manager), Anthony Sahyoun (Coach).

Middle Row: Itula Seve, Toto’a Lynch, Fanafou Seve, Oscar Moseley, Kian Boyne, Owen Millar, Marcus

Sahyoun.

Front Row: Jayden Shields, Nouredeen Bahsa, Jack Zanbaka, Dean Armstrong, Tarley Killorn, Peter Assaf,

Thomas Forrester.

COACH’S REPORT

These young men have exceeded all expectations, but not of those involved directly with the team. At the

commencement of the season we set ourselves a goal to make the semi-finals. The boys achieved that in

style, finishing the minor premiership in second place. Two of the three season losses came in the first

three rounds, losing both games by two points (a kick which would be a constant reminder of how close

we really came this year). The boys unfortunately went out of the finals in straight sets losing both games

by a mere two points (a kick!!). The boys now have had a taste of finals football and now understand how

different finals football is from regular season football. These young men will only improve from here.

At the end of the day the boys had a fantastic season and all involved with the team are very proud of

you. But most of all be proud of yourselves and the way you play the game. You have won many fans

Sometimes you lose on the scoreboard, but you really win. Yes it was sad the way it ended, but we

encountered so many challenges throughout the season and you never backed down, facing each

challenge with courage. This team plays with heart.

We have come a very long way boys. No side really beat you this year - only one team scored more tries

to beat you (we need to practice our kicking)!!
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Special thanks to Sal our trainer who put a lot of work into these boys, his work helped make this team

the fittest in the comp. Big thanks to our manager Kristy, and to all the parents who helped and

supported us throughout the year. I feel privileged to be coach of this special group of boys.

Mate Versus Mate – Saints Masters’ entertain their home crowd
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UNDER 11 Div 2

Back Row: Tracey Cutrupi (Manager), Jarred Torbay, Alex Rizoglou, Jackson Mumford, Saadi Kourouche, Elias

Haifa, Steven Coble, Mark Field (Coach), Chris Slattery (Trainer).

Front Row: Bianca Cutrupi, Liam Taufa, Joseph Massih, Jarrod Field, Ky Rodoreda, Mahsen Narvel, Zachery

Mouawad, Sean Foster.

Absent: Tommy Achram, Brian Rodoreda (Trainer).

COACH’S REPORT

Well what a season. It went so fast it felt like it was over before started, with only 11 games out of 14

over four months due to washouts. We lost four players from the 2014 Team, but the Club did a great job

and recruited well to give us a full team of 15 to play in a strong Division 2 competition. Although we had

struggled the previous year in Division 3, our new boys Alex, Elias, Jackson and Mo strengthened the

team and we were able to compete each and every week. Sean also joined us from Division 1 to assist us

with his experience, leadership and was calming influence in the team.

It was truly a season of two halves and we did not really hit our straps until the back half of the season.

We may have finished seventh on the ladder, but we had a much better and stronger season than that

position suggests, having beaten both fifth and sixth place getters and having had close games with

second to fourth place getters. With a new team and a few players missing some games at the start of

the season we lost our first five games, but we were in each of these games until the final bell. Our

defence may have been our early season weakness, but we lost three of these games by two points and

had key players missing in each one. We also had players who never miss goals missed their conversion

attempt in each of these three games. It was not until Round 7 and our sixth game when we really

showed that our defensive and attacking ability had finally come together. This game was called off early

in the second half with us leading 18-0 at the half time against a strong Colts side that played in the

grand-final the previous year. For the back half of the season, we set ourselves a task and had to win six

from six to give us a chance of making the semis. Unfortunately, washouts reduced this to only four

games, of which we only won three after a poor refereeing decision gave Berala Bears a win in very even

game. They then went on to just miss playing in the Grand Final, showing just how far we had come

during the year. We finished the year very strongly with a good win 34-18 over the Bankstown Bulls, who

had the leading try scorer in the competition, highlighting the improvement in our defensive game. We
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finished the year as the best attacking team in the competition, with more points per game than any

other team in the competition, having only played 10 and half games, and played good quality and

expansive attacking games each and every week.

There are so many positives to take away from the year in what has been my most enjoyable year of

coaching with the club and I would like to thanks all the parents, kids and support I have had from

everyone and the club. A special thank you to Tracey who has done a wonderful job managing and

communicating with all the parents and stepping in and helping with discipline and assistance at training.

Thank you to Chris for signing up to trainer this year and being there each and every week to warm up

and train the kids when I got caught on the M5 in the afternoon rush. The kids have really bonded with

you and your support was crucial to a great year. Many thanks also go the rest of the support crew, Brian

and Sean who was always there to assist and fill in, Joe as our training assistant and bbq and linesmen

and everything he could do to help, and Paul our stats man. All your help was very much appreciated and

makes the coaching such an easier and better experience. I loved every minute of it and then some. And

a final thank you goes to everyone involved with the club and all the parents who helped out and got

their kid to training and the games on time each week. You’re all a great bunch of people and it has been

a pleasure to be part of it. I hope to see everyone back at the club next year!

MANAGER’S REPORT

My first year as manager did have its rewards. I have been with this team for a few seasons now, but

never really got to know the team as well as I do today. What a great bunch of boys and our girl.

Watching this team at their first night of training, then observing their first season game, I could see we

had a strong team put together. I still do, regardless of the end of season results. Unfortunately, losing a

few games by only two points the difference played a big part on the team’s confidence. A few games we

played stood out though, not only by our side, but the opposition as well. Remarks of ‘Why can’t our boys

do that’. That’s the remarkable job of Mark and Chris. They knew where to position the team to their

strengths and quickness. Repetitive drills and ball handling showed results on the field. Round 7 gave our

first win to sing our Saints song. ‘Oh When the Saints’. Our very last game showed we always had the

skill, and the strength, to finish on a high with a 16 point lead. Well done to all the boys and girl for a

memorable season.

Many thanks to all the parents who helped and supported our home games, much help is always needed

to keep the club ongoing, so thank you! Mark and Chris, what can I say! You both did a marvellous job

with the team, striving to get the best out of every player. All the skills that you both have instilled into

the boys and girl will definitely shine for them next year. Everyone, enjoy the off-season and hopefully

we will see you all back next year!

PLAYER PROFILES

Tommy (Mr Versatile) Achram: Has all the attributes of an all-round footballer with size, speed, agility,

good hands and vision. He has the uncanny ability to play any position on the field competently, from

winger to front row to help balance the team. He generally found himself filling-in on the wing and

played a little dummy half, which he excelled at, and he showed great vision to score a few sneaky tries

from there. His defence improved during the year as he gained confidence and was a key player due to

his versatility. Thanks for another great year!

Steve (the Truck) Coble: Our gentle giant who loves hitting it up. He has good timing and ball skills. Steve

always gives 100% at training and during the game, but was plagued this year with back injuries from

school football that did not allow him to get back to his normal fitness level and reach his full potential.

He lost some confidence through the injuries he picked-up during the year, but was very brave to return

and will need to work on his fitness and flexibility in the off-season to get back to his best. Great effort

and keep up the hard work!
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Bianca (Miss Reliable) Cutrupi: The first player picked in the side every week, Bianca is a pleasure to

coach giving 100% of her attention and effort at training and on game day. Probably our toughest player,

she is our Miss Reliable in the most important defensive position as our right side second rower (key

defender) to balance our side. She was solid all year with her ball-and-all defence on some big and mobile

attackers that dared to take her on. She finished the year with a handful of tries using both speed,

strength, determination and maybe a few of her dancing and training skills that also kept her fast and

agile throughout the year. Thanks for a fantastic year!

Jarrod (the Axe) Field: After being hurt in our first competition game after a late hit with a knee as he

was scoring a try, it took Jarrod quite a few games to regain his mojo, confidence and the attacking and

defensive prowess that he finished the previous season so strongly with. Once he did find his groove, he

was again getting nice and wide and deep and running fast and hard onto the ball, hitting it at speed and

cutting through the defence. Defensively he always aimed-up in the line and moved up quickly to cut

down any opposition key attacking players. Well done on another top season son!

Sean (the Ship) Foster: Sean was a calm and steady influence in the team this year and helped steer the

team around the paddock, playing both five-eighth and dummy half. As our most experienced footballer

with good hand and vision, we really missed his many talents through the middle of season due a broken

collarbone (non football related). Sean finished the season off strongly, as he regained his confidence in

his shoulder, with a man of the match performance scoring two tries and making a couple of try saving

tackles. A real pleasure to coach. Keep up the effort and thanks for a great season!

Elias (the Hitman) Haifa: A new player to the club, coming from the Bulls, Elias added some much needed

sting in our defence up-front. He proved very early in the trials to be a hitman in defence and kept it up

during the year, being the first player up in defence most of the time. He would then hit hard and low. A

good trainer with plenty of fitness, he could play and put-in for the whole game, allowing us to use our

attackers as impact players off the bench. You have proved to be a fantastic and very valuable addition to

team and I am looking to you returning to play again next year. Keep up the great work!

Saadi (Fred Astaire) Kourouche: Blessed with great footwork, Saadi loves running the ball and would

happily hit-it-up all day. With size, mobility, good hands and great timing he always got us on the front

foot and was our go-to man in attack. He would always beat the first line of defence at will with his great

and effortless footwork. In defence, Saadi would always get through more than his share of defence with

good work out of marker and an effective wrestling technique learned through karate to wrap the ball up

and get the player on he ground. He scored plenty of tries and is the alpha male of the team. Thanks for a

wonderful year!

Joey (Junior) Massih: Our smallest player who loves his football and always gave 100% at training. Joey is

a committed and unselfish player, who has made dummy half his own. With the new rules Joey also

found himself having to play in an unfamiliar position on the wing, but he is a great listener and student

of the game. He was able to cover the position well and grew as a player in confidence and ability

throughout the year. Well done mate!

Zac (Jack in the Box) Mouawad: Zac is one of our key attacking players and is a natural first receiver. He

showed from the first game of the year that he had grown a lot in confidence, if not size, taking on the

line and taking down big forwards with low tackles, as well chasing and moving up with a never give up

attitude. He is one of our fittest players and can run all day and left it to the last game to score his first try

this year after setting others up all year, as expected of a halfback. Another top year!

Jackson (the Wall) Mumford: One of the new boys to the club, Jackson proved to be a solid and

courageous player. An honest and committed defender, he made big improvements in his tackling

technique during the year through his hard work, attention to detail and effort at training. He was a quiet

achiever and is a strong defender who got better with every game and covered well for some of our

defensive weaknesses. He loves tackling, which is what every coach wants from his players, and was solid

all year in his hit-ups. Jackson needs to further develop his passing game to improve his versatility, but

has the right attitude and commitment to take his game to the next level. A fantastic and solid year!
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Mahsen (Mo) (the Lamborghini) Narvel:WOW. What a player and only his first year of league. Mo can

motor, but still needs to develop his timing so he can hit the ball at speed. Easily the fastest kid in the

comp, he is a natural athlete with lightning speed and scored three tries and earned man of the match in

his debut game. He also showed in that game he had the toughness required for league after being taken

out with a late and dirty knee after scoring his last try, and by backing-up each game and week after

some big crunching tackles that you would expect teams to make on such attacking weapons. But

football is all about tackling and Mo proved from his first training session that he had no fear of tackling

and is strong, with good timing, technique and commitment. He proved himself to be great defender

earning the position of our unbeatable fullback. Thanks for playing this year and what a fantastic debut.

Make sure you back it up with another season in the top league!

Alex (the Steam Train) Rizoglou: In only his first year of league, Alex showed he has what it takes to be a

good footballer. He is softy spoken, but very strong and used his solid frame well to hit hard in defence

and would put on a good hit on the opposition whenever required or asked by the coach. He runs the ball

hard and straight and got us going forward with his early hit ups all year. He is difficult to tackle and has

plenty of ability with the ball and potential to develop as a ball playing forward. He needs to work on his

footwork at the line and his fitness to reach his full potential and go all the way, but that will come with

more football as he always gives 100% at training. What a great start to your football career Champ!

Ky (the King, AKA Wally Lewis) Rodoreda: Ky has always been a good ball player and is a natural five-

eighth, but also had to play a lot of centre due to our shortage of running/passing backs with good speed,

and as one of our alternative first receivers required under the new rules. At first receiver he ran the

plays and grew in confidence as a leader. It was his best defensive season to date with a good work rate

making plenty of low knee snapping tackles every game. An unselfish player he set up Mo and his outside

backs to score numerous tries with his great ball playing ability and vision. He has a big heart and is an

integral part of the team. Thanks for another great season this year!

Liam (the Lion) Taufa: Liam brings some much needed mongrel to the team and has the heart of Lion,

leaping and speeding into action in defence whenever he senses danger. He is a raw talent with plenty of

sporting and athletic ability. Playing on the wing or filling-in in the forwards due to his toughness, Liam

plays well in all positions, but needs to believe in himself and gain the confidence, by concentrating at

training, to get more involved. In defence his tackling is awesome when he is “on”. He blind-sides

attackers by hitting hard and at full speed with no fear, putting his body on the line to slow them up and

put them off their game. He is a sleeping giant. Thanks for a great effort this year!

Jarred (the Bobcat) Torbay: Jarred has earned the name of the Bobcat this year as he has an unorthodox

running style where he can stop or hit and spins at the line and then accelerates in attack and made up

plenty of metres for us in attack this year. He has good footwork and acceleration, good ball and strong

passing skills, plenty of natural ability, and backs himself when taking on the line. He can cover any

position on the field competently and generally covered the half and centre positions for the team. He

could easily develop into a ball playing second rower or running lock next year. He is strong defender, but

needs some work on his positional play and to improve his workload and tackling technique in defence to

reach his full potential. Jarred has all the skills to become a great footballer and has a big future in the

game if he applies himself and puts in the effort at training and 100% on game day. A great all round

effort this year and I look forward to seeing you get even better. Well done!
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UNDER 11 Div 1

Back Row: Shane Kennedy (Coach), Zacarie Ceissman, Harrison Marsh, Luke Moloney, Zac Pound, Ricardo

Oloapu, Jaycob Auta, Trent Bailey, David Pound (Trainer).

Front Row: Jawaad Elkordi, Jared Kennedy, Sean Foster, Jack Martin, Thomas Ravel, Jesse Sleiman, River

Tuckett, Vincent Cassar, Bailey Standaloft.

Missing: Tina Hansell (Manager).

COACH’S REPORT

Another footy season has come and gone leaving myself to contemplate and reflect on what could have

or should have been another progression in our development as a very competitive footy team. Looking

back on it now it was one of disruption and distraction for both the players and coaching staff alike.

Don’t get me wrong, it wasn’t all doom and gloom as we made the semi-finals in the new Plate

competition, the first time we hadn’t made semi-finals proper since the under six’s.

We started the year off with yet again a number of changes to the team that has been slowly building a

very strong nucleus of players. With players leaving the club and re-grading we welcomed another four

new players with a mixture of experience ranging from seasoned players to one that had never played

before. All four boys fitted into the dynamics of the team as if they had been there from the start.

I would like to thank my coaching staff, manager Tina, trainers Michael and Dave for their efforts

throughout the year at both training and game days. A special thanks also to Ollie for filling in as trainer

at times often at late notice during the year. Also thanks to all the other parents for the season, whether

it was helping out at training or just being there for the boys all year getting them to games.

Further to this I would like to thank the Committee for their support and guidance not only for this year,

but since I joined the club some six years ago and allowing me to be involved in a capacity as either a

coach or trainer with this team.

I would like to extend a further thought to all the players for their efforts, commitment and passion for

the team and the game of rugby league. I hope that they take the time to sit back and reflect and
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evaluate our season as I have and realise that we must be 100% committed not only to ourselves, but to

what we are trying to achieve as a whole as a team. Without this we are open to distraction and we will

not achieve the desired outcome we set out to achieve. Finally I want to wish all the players and their

families all the best for the future, both in life and rugby league.

PLAYER PROFILES

Bailey Standaloft: Bailey became more involved this year becoming a very good defender on the edges

and out wide where rarely anyone would get past him. He was very solid and consistently put himself in

the right spot at the right time, especially in set plays. Great year Bails.

Harrison Marsh: Harry or ‘H’ started the year off with a bang in the trials and deservedly earned a call-up

to the Div 1 team, proving with a little determination good things can happen. As the season progressed

he seemed to lose a little focus and just needs to get back to his strengths as a hard running front rower.

Jack Martin: Jack had another very solid year both in defence and attack, playing well above his weight.

He floated between positions of half-back and five-eighth all year, even though he could have made

either one of them his own. His defence was a key again this season, often chopping bigger kids down

around their boot laces.

Jared Kennedy: Jared had another solid year directing the team around the field, even though at times

had his injury concerns finding himself having to come from the field. He was very busy on and off the

ball, working hard on his defence and becoming more involved in the front line. He was a very powerful

and evasive runner causing a few headaches to opposition teams.

Jawaad Elkordi: Jawaad joined us this year from another club and was welcomed with open arms as he

has been on my radar since seeing him play as a six year old. Slight in stature, but an absolute pocket

rocket with a step to turn any team inside out. He was a very strong defender on the wing stopping any

attacking raids that would come his way.

Jaycob Auta: Jaycob also came to us from another club and I could see early in the pre-season that he

was destined to become a part of our Div 1 team. A very confident and competent player with the

potential to be a superstar if he lifts his involvement in the game. He just needs to back his own ability

and the results will follow.

Jesse Sleiman: Jesse cemented himself as a fulltime member of our Div 1 team this year where more

often than not I had to make sure he was part of our starting line-up. He became more involved and

evolved into a consistent hard running back rower, often getting us out of trouble and providing the go-

forward we needed. Very good defensive effort also Jesse.

Luke Moloney: Luke started where he left off last season and further evolved into almost the perfect

footballer. His work load is far beyond belief as the amount of ground he covers every game in defence is

remarkable. He would make more tackles per game than our entire forward pack with the uncanny

ability to pull off the best covering tackles I have seen for a very long time. He was by far our best

performer all year by a country mile.

Ricardo Oloapu: Rik was our go-to man all year, consistently giving us the go forward and field position

we needed, breaking the line and having the opposition teams in disarray. With his strong running and

try scoring ability it lifted the whole team and gave us a platform for our backs to shine. He also found

himself at times playing a lot of minutes without a rest.

River Tuckett: River was another one of our new players who joined us halfway through the season and

was thrown into the deep end having to quickly transition into the run-on side straight away. Not only

was he new to the club, but to rugby league (coming from that other round ball game). He slotted onto

the wing where he proved to have no fear and was very enthusiastic and got involved with his confidence

growing.
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Thomas Ravel: Thomas was a very consistent performer this year where he was constantly thrust

between first receiver and dummy half. His defence improved and he became a very capable defender in

the middle of the field in amongst the big boppers. He was eager to learn and grew in confidence when

leading our team around the park.

Trent Bailey: Trent became more involved this year and seemed to have the ball in hand a lot more and

revelled in it. He was another one of our boys who floated between positions, from dummy half to wing.

In each position, both of which are very different, he made the most of his opportunities becoming a very

creative dummy half runner. His defence out wide also was solid.

Vincent Cassar: Vincent became more involved this year, thrusted into the second row where his

dynamic running and enthusiastic nature paid dividends. He was also very solid and capable footballer

gaining valuable metres at times for the team. His defence at times was very good, pulling off a few good

shots all year.

Zacarie Ceissman: Zac (Rooster), not that I will hold that against him, grew in confidence and evolved

into a very confident and competent footballer as the season progressed. He had to take on the roll as

fullback this year where it allowed him the room to move, create and fine tune his football ability. His

confidence grew with the belief that if he backed himself with his blinding speed, he could do anything.

Zac Pound: Zac continued where he left off last year and cemented his spot in the centres where he

made it his own with his solid defence and positioning all year. His presence gave our backline some

much needy stability with our constantly changing halves, where at time he virtually played as an extra

play-maker, giving us a different and varied option creating space on the edges.

An unexpected visitor was found tucked behind the Club House
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UNDER 12 Div 2 – GRAND FINALISTS

Back Row: Darren Smee (Coach), Jonathan Delinicolis, Lucas Spasevski, Jovali Auta, Joe Faanoi, Braidon Brito,

Alexander Passarelli, James Eivers, Adrian Ghilardi (Manager), Paul Forrester (Trainer)

Front Row: Thomas Smee, Connor Regester, Christian Ghilardi, Len Nunan, Michael Forrester, Riley Cornforth,

Nicolas Ghilardi, Jack Fisher, Daniel Jenkins, Adam Taylor.

COACH’S REPORT

The boys should be very proud of their season this year, coming off a hammering at the hands of

Moorebank in a trial match to making it all the way to the grand final.

The boys played a tough and direct style of footy built on the back of strong defence and hard running.

The whole team bought into it and we could feel the momentum building each week of the competition,

finally grabbing second spot on the ladder in the last round.

The performance throughout the finals series was simply outstanding. They displayed a toughness and a

‘never say die’ attitude which was combined with great sportsmanship. It was a great feeling being a part

of this season.

At the end we came within a whisker of winning, going down 18-16 in a totally absorbing grand final.

Well done boys! I hope you enjoyed it as much as I did and I’m looking forward to seeing how you boys

go in Division 1 next year.

Firstly, a big thank you to Adrian and Alicia for once again doing a great job managing the team. Dave

McColough deserves a special mention for sponsoring our man of the match award each week and his

wonderful gesture of presenting all the boys with a man of the match award after the grand final. Thank

you!

I would also like to thank Jim Cornforth for his input into the team at training and filling in as trainer at a

couple of games for us. Thanks to Reg, Pete and Regan for helping out at training at different times of

the year and all our parents and grandparents that helped out on the BBQ, canteen and just getting the

boys to training and games.

Many thanks to the club for giving me the opportunity to coach the 12-2’s this year. I appreciate all the

support they have given to me throughout the year.
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Finally, last but not least, my biggest thank you goes to Paul Forrester for all his support and fantastic

input into how the team played. Paul was a huge reason why the team performed so well this year and

as parents we should be extremely pleased to have a person of Paul’s calibre guiding our boys.

PLAYER PROFILES

Jovali Auta: You would not meet a nicer kid and a fantastic player as well. Jovali is a smooth runner of

the ball with great football instincts. He hits the holes better than any player in the game and has a great

tackling technique which produces some fearsome defence! Welcome back!

Braidon Brito: A stand out performer right from the first training session this year. Defensively he is a

damaging player who never showed fear and worked hard with his fellow forwards. In attack, his straight

and powerful running meant that he was able to punch holes in opposing teams. He is a player I could

rely on every week without fail to put in 100%. A real asset to the team.

What a dominant season, well done!

Riley Cornforth: A smart player who relished being able to duck out of dummy half this year. An

excellent passing game and for one of our small boys, he put his body on the line on many occasions.

Reynolds, I loved your passion and enthusiasm for the game. Great season!

Jonathan Delinicolis: He struggled early in the season, then a mid-season position swap transformed him

into a strong performer for our team at the back end of the season and into the finals. He deserved more

game time. Johnno, great finish to the season both at training and in the games!

Toafa Faanoi: My all-time favourite player. Joe put-in all year at training, hardly missing a training

sessions and it showed. This year he played more minutes in the game and he was a real match winner

for us. Joe is the mate you want beside you when the going gets tough. He doesn’t give up and he’s a

great team man. Well done!

Jack Fisher: He really made lock forward his own this year making plenty of metres and producing tough

defence as one of the East Hills guys found out when he ended up in the front row of the crowd at Smith

Park. GREAT HIT!

Michael Forrester: Our captain really started to control the team this year, taking the ball to the line and

getting our forwards over the advantage line. He was a big reason why we dominated many of our

games. We also started to see Michael’s running and kicking game come to the fore as the season

progressed. Michael is an intelligent player who is always thinking of ways to improve the team. Well

done mate!

Nicolas Ghilardi: He was thrown in at the deep end at five-eighth this year, but took it in his stride, asked

plenty of questions and he got on with the job. We thought we lost him for the season with an eye

injury, but he fought back and slotted straight back into the team without missing a beat. Great season!

Christian Ghilardi: Performed strongly at left centre for the team this year. He worked hard on his

tackling throughout the year and we saw a great improvement in his technique. He didn’t get as much

ball as he should have, but knuckled down and did everything asked of him. Great season!

Daniel Jenkins: One of my favourite players to watch this year. Every time Daniel was asked to play a

different role for the team he brought great energy to it and gave it everything. A real scrapper in

defence and an important part of the team! Thanks for the effort you put in!

Len Nunan: He lost some confidence early in the season and it took him a while to get his mojo back, but

he never dropped his bundle and kept working hard at training. Towards the end of the season he

started to get back to where we know he can play. Good effort, Fred!
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Alex Passarelli: Pazza, with his level headedness and calm approach to games is one of our team leaders.

He showed this year he can wreck an opposing team by himself with one of his charges or one of his

trademark hits. Great work ethic, giving 100% each week. Well done!

James Rawson: A very quiet boy who started to come out of his shell towards the back end of the

season. He worked hard on his game at training and started to translate his newfound skills to the game.

Connor Regester: Our best attacking player created magic moments out of nothing. Connor is a

naturally gifted athlete who could score tries with his blistering speed and save them with his solid

defence. He is an asset to our team but unfortunately didn’t get enough ball for a player of his quality.

Tom Smee: I was a bit worried about how Tom and I would go working together this year but I needn’t

have because Tom was his usual self, putting in 100% at training and the game. Week in and week out he

displayed aggressive defence and attack, leading by example. Well done mate!

Lucas Spasevski: In his rookie year, he was on a steep learning curve and was starting to make an impact

on the field when unfortunately he went overseas for an extended period. On his return to training he

worked hard and listened to instructions and gave it 100% on the field. Over the season he improved out

of sight and his play in the finals was tremendous. Well done!

Adam Taylor: One of our smaller boys, but one of our toughest. He is quick on his feet and his have a go

attitude came through on the field. Adam was a very consistent performer all year both at training and in

the games. Great effort!

Under 12-2 Grand Finalists.
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UNDER 13 Div 1 - FINALISTS

Back Row: Liam Mulvihill (Trainer), Jon Kitiona (Trainer), Joshua Tamotu, Zachary Butler, Lachlan McAlpine,

Connor Osborn, Malakai Manoa, Ethan Carlos, Jarred Howard, Raelene Davidson (Manager), Michael Mulvihill

(Coach).

Front Row: Elijah Taala, Nathaniel Ifopo, Reily Dundas, Mark Kitiona, Joel Shields, Dane Loutsos, Nikolas

Papadopoulos, Aidan Davidson, Jon Pengue.

Fore Front: Lucas Pengue (Ball Boy).

COACH’S REPORT

After a year’s break from coaching I was looking forward to getting back into it, and I was particularly

eager to take back the team I coached when they played Mod 11’s. This year was their first year of

international football, 13 on the field, no two-pass rule and unlimited interchange. Good stuff. It did take

a while for the boys to adjust back to my style of coaching, and the fact that I placed clear expectations

on what I wanted from them, expectations that took them well and truly out of their comfort zone. I

think their results on the paddock, particularly the back end and business end of the season, speak for

themselves. I also believe they came together as a team – which is what they needed to do. Last year

they had four wins, ten losses and two draws. This season their hard work turned that around, finishing

with ten wins and five losses, one game short of the grand-final. I have enjoyed their company this year,

training was hard, but I always found them willing. I am happy with their progress this season and I look

forward to coaching them, along with John Kitiona, next year when hopefully we will be able to pick up

from where we left off this year. My thanks to the ever patient Raelene Davidson, without whom this

team wouldn’t exist, to Liam M for his time during this his HSC year, and to John Kitiona – who whilst

coaching his own team found time to assist with the coaching of this team as well as performing as head

trainer on game day, an under-rated but extremely important position.

PLAYER PROFILES

Nathaniel Ifopo: Joined us this year and made an immediate impact. A fearless player who actively

sought to get his hands on the ball as often as possible, he brought a toughness to the team that the rest

of the boys played off the back of. Nathaniel made development this year and looks to have a good

future at Saints. Make sure you back up next season mate.
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Josh Tamotu: Another good season from Josh, easy to coach and willing to learn forward play, Josh laid a

great platform each week with his go forward. What most people may not have seen was his work off the

ball, being much fitter this year did wonders for his game and his confidence. Josh also made

development with Canterbury and going forward will only get better each season.

Malakai Manoa: It was obvious from the start that Malakai enjoyed his football this year. He is a player

that understands that football is combat, and he is a natural at leading a team both during training and

on game day. We had a few conversations during the course of the year and although there is an age

difference of some 42 odd years, we understood each other completely. Having him as captain makes my

job easier, well done mate.

Connor Osborn: I looked back on the U11’s Coach’s report for Connor, he is still a work in progress, one

that if developed the right way over time will result in a confident capable footballer who enjoys playing

the game with his mates. I was very happy with his performance during the year, his attitude at training

and in particular his last eight or so games, he built on each one and against Greenacre in the semi I

thought he reached a personal milestone - he belted them.

Jon Pengue: Jon started at hooker this year, gave us his usual good service, and finished the season as the

team’s five-eighth. I find that a natural progression for a player with his skill, after learning to guide the

team around the park from hooker fate delivered him his future position. With the forwards now

understanding their job much better and able to steer themselves better, John will be able to now guide

the backs around the park – helping the team to function better as a unit.

Dane Loutsos: Dane had a mixed year, but I’m glad to say he delivered the goods at the back end of the

season when his team really needed him. His terrier defence on the edge shut down plenty of the

opposition’s raids on his side of the field. His ability to bring down players much bigger than him shows

how much heart the kid has. Defence wins games and Dane’s defence certainly won us a few this season.

Thanks mate.

Joel Shields: Joel joined the team last year and it took him some time this year to adjust to my style.

Willing and with plenty of energy Joel played lock this year and did a good job defending our left edge

and making good metres when we needed them. Another work in progress Joel will improve year on

year if he realises that one of the roles of the coach is to actually teach him what the game is all about.

Aidan Davidson: Aidan was having a good season until his paddock time was shortened by two injuries.

Tasked with steering the team around his absence in several games was felt when he was missing,

particularly in defence where he punches well above his weight. This year I feel the penny dropped with

him in his understanding of how to build sets, and I’m sure that next year this will show on the field.

Trained better this season too.

Zac Butler: Joined the team this year, never played footy before. Watching him in the last few weeks of

the season you would not know that. Earned his place in the team by his attitude at training and his

ability to do want needs to be done, when it needs to be done, on the field, Very happy with his progress

this year, to see him grow in confidence each week and earn the respect of his teammates was very

gratifying.

Ethan Carlos: Ethan came to us late in the pre-season after his team folded, unfortunately that consigned

him to the wing, which I believe is not his best position. But it has given him a season to adjust to Div 1

football, which is much, much harder than the Div 2 football he was used to. Another player whose game

improved, particularly his defence, as the year went on and his confidence grew. I hope he stays as he

has all the qualities that makes a good Saints man, and he won’t be on the wing next year.

Jarred Howard: Jarred is in his third year of league with Saints and again continued to improve during the

course of the season. Playing wing he was able to provide the finishing touch needed when our backline

did find its rhythm this year. His defence also improved over the course of the season and at the back end

was responsible for saving quite a few tries in the games that counted, against much larger opponents.

Well done.
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Lachlan McAlpine: Playing International rules this year gave us a fullback for the first time. Macca was a

natural choice, he was able to pop up wherever he liked and worked particularly well close to the line

with Aidan. His defence was very good and his level of energy was also good, fullbacks cover more

ground than anyone else. It will take a while to learn all facets of the position, but Macca will one day be

a very good fullback. If only he could ease up on me at training.

Reily Dundas: Put him in the centres this year, right side, and let him learn his trade a bit at his own pace.

After a couple of years of playing various positions I think he has found his niche. Has a lot of natural

talent, a lovely step and swerve and reminds me a lot of Mark Gasnier - not kidding. In a few years when

he fills out and the opposition is not as big as it currently is, you will see this bloke stand his opposite up

one on one, time after time. Just needs to keep believing that he can do it (and work on his speed).

Elijah Taala: Broke his hand in the pre-season and missed more than a few games. When he made it back

we only lost one game, and he went off injured during that one! A very handy, tough player with good

vision and a quick brain. The team would have definitely benefited if he had of been available for all our

games. I’m looking forward to a full season from him year, in a position I feel will suit his game better.

Mark Kitiona: His versatility and football knowledge actually worked against him this year, as we had a

very skinny bench and a couple of injuries during the season. Mark was the go to man to cover our

problem areas, be it hooker, second row or in the halves, Mark saved our bacon. I don’t think it benefited

Mark as he could not settle into the one role for long enough to enjoy himself. To his credit he selflessly

did what was best for the team. Next year will be different.

Nick Papadopoulos: This season was Nick’s second with the team and he also played the role of the

interchange and go-to-man. Nick was also thrust into playing several positions for the team, quite often

in the same game, and never missed a beat. My confidence in him was always well placed and I can recall

several occasions where he was just the right man in the right place at exactly the right time – saving us

in tight situations. Well done mate.

The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree.

Jimmy Whitney’s son Campbell started playing this year with our Under 5’s.
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UNDER 14 SCC Div 2

Back Row: Scott Whyte (Manager), Shane Garvey (Trainer), Ibrahim Maarbani, Camille Sleiman, Dean

Gazilas, Billy Ryan, Cameron Riley, Blake Wylie, Vincent Quintal, Adam McDonald (Coach), Trent Colquhoun

(Trainer),

Front Row: Jarrad Crawford, Kueva Lynch, Callum Whyte, Adam Castucci, Josh Fuller, Ethan Taufa, Daniel

Cutrupi, Lachlan Jordan, Jordan Tofilau.

Absent: Henry Anderson, Kaylan Davis, Jack Titmuss.

COACH’S REPORT

You could put this season down to a learning curve after having players move on from the year before.

We didn’t have the numbers straight away and it made the start of the year a bit of a struggle. Slowly we

gained the numbers, but we definitely were down on confidence after backing-up from a tough season

last year. The trials we were up and down, and a last game hiding to Colts had us in all sorts to start the

year.

The year progressed and we started pretty scrappy as we tried to learn new combinations and gain the

confidence in each other. Added to that was the challenge of playing in different districts where there

were often different interpretation of rules which had us on the back foot. The boys knew they had the

ability and at times in the game we would match it with any team, but would often let ourselves down

with mistakes, quite often not being able to do the little things right. Bit by bit we started improving by

completing our sets and getting a good kick-chase at the end of the set. Being one of the smaller teams in

the comp we had to learn to play smarter and work out different ways to get on top of the opposition.

We finished the season on a bit of a high winning two of our last three games with the highlight being a

win over Colts who had given us a hiding earlier in the year and in doing that stopped them from reaching

the semis.

All in all it was an enjoyable year and it was good to share the boys’ experience as they went through

their ups and downs throughout the year. Firstly I’d like to thanks Garvs who was my right man, always

there at training, bringing some much needed discipline to the boys and there to back me up all year.

Thank you also to Trent who always had some words of wisdom to the boys and gave up his weekends to

do the water. Also to Whitey who was forced into the role of managing and although struggled for time

with work commitments, was on top of everything sending out information and keeping on top of the

stats. I would also like to thank all the parents for all their help on game day and getting the boys to

training and making my job a lot easier. Lastly thanks to the boys for the year, you’re a pretty tough

bunch with a lot of you having been together for a long time and six of you receiving ten year awards this

year. I hope to see you all stick together for longer now that we have been through the tough times and

I'm sure the good times are just around the corner.
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PLAYER PROFILES

Henry Anderson: Henry came to us late in the year and he was able to do a solid job on the wing.

Unfortunately Henry missed our last few games and with more confidence in himself he will go a lot

better.

Adam Castucci: Adam was a real strike weapon out wide. As he learned the game more Adam continually

improved in reading the defence and with his speed around the ruck worried many teams. Adam scored

some spectacular tries as well as setting up a classic of a kick bat-back.

Jarrad Crawford: Jarrad has a lot of natural ability, but earlier in the year wasn’t always confident enough

to back himself. As the year went on Jarrad was getting himself a lot more involved in the game and his

kicking game from half-back was outstanding. If he can keep improving at the same rate then I’m sure big

things will come.

Daniel Cutrupi: Daniel’s enthusiasm and keenness were second to none. Daniel would always put the

team first and it was hard to find him a position because he could cover so many spots. He later found a

home at full-back where his courage and talk help guide the team around.

Kaylan Davis: Kaylan came to us later in the year and added some size to the pack. Kaylan was just

starting to get some timing back in his game when he showed he could come up with some big hits and

hard runs, but unfortunately injury cut his season short.

Josh Fuller: Josh took on the extra responsibility of captaincy this year. He was always there to lead the

team by example and was our best talker on the field. Josh would always be the first up in defence,

leading the team, while he was the first back ready to take the ball up with his big Ghosty palm.

Dean Gazilas: Dean is a real valuable member of the team, but unfortunately lost a bit of keenness during

the year and he wasn’t attending training enough and his form dipped. To Dean’s credit he decided to

give it a good crack at the end of the year and he showed what he could do with strong hit-ups where he

has outstanding leg drive and a big hitter in defence. I hope you get that hunger back Dean - you’re a big

part of this team.

Lachlan Jordan: It was a bit of slow start for Lachie as he had had to juggle his footy with nippers. Lachie

has been a natural at full-back, but in order to get him more involved in the game we moved him to

hooker and it was an instant success. As the year went on Lachie moved into the back row and played

more of a roaming roll and just cut teams to bits with his speed and strength, and he could hit as hard as

anyone in defence too.

Kueva Lynch: Kuev is one of the most popular players in the team and one of the guys the team looks for

when they need to be inspired. Kuev had to swap around between the halves and hooker and it probably

caused his form to dip and confidence go down during the year, but in true fashion he turned it all

around with a couple of blinders at the end of the year.

Ibby Maarbani: Ibby was a new comer to the side and straight away showed he could find his way to the

try line. Ibby was one of the most popular members of the team and always did a solid job on the wing

and was safe at the back.

Vince Quintal: Vince showed improvement throughout the year. He was one of the hardest workers in

the forwards and I think he was starting to realise that instead of just hitting the ball up to get tackled he

could do more damage and get make more ground. Vince is the type of guy every team needs, there to

do any job and never complained.

Cam Riley: Once again Cam was our go-to-man. When things got hard he was there to get us out of

trouble and his tackling out wide at times was lethal where he would attack with defence. Cam played
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with a lot of aggression and I know at times that brought him under the attention of the ref but I would

not have had it any other way as I couldn’t fault someone who plays with that much passion.

Billy Ryan: I think Billy just about covered every position in the back line this year and he never would let

the team down where ever he played. Billy was probably becoming most at home at five-eighth where he

had the vision and wasn’t afraid to try anything, and he will only get better there as he learns the position

better and forms combinations.

Camille Sleiman: Camille was the most damaging runner in the forwards where he had the ability to

make a line break out of nothing, but had the habit of going in and out of games. Camille’s defence was

also solid, but sometimes made mistakes with communication with other players. Camille already shows

the talent and desire, but with a bit more concentration he will kill the other teams.

Ethan Taufa: Ethan is a talented player and although I know he would have liked to be closer to the

action, he always did a good job out wide. With more confidence and willingness to back himself more

Ethan will become a much improved player.

Jordan Tofilau: Jordan came back after a year off footy which always is difficult. I know Jordan went

through a lot of hard time and doubted himself, but he showed a lot of determination backing up for

training and games each week and was showing improvement towards the end of the year that I think

surprised himself.

Jack Titmuss: Jack is a long serving member of the team and had a delayed start to the season. Jack had

to play with injuries which unfortunately cut his season short.

CallumWhyte: Once again Callum was one of our most solid defenders around the ruck. He had to push

out to play more second row as his speed probably isn’t there to be in dummy-half, but he always

showed a lot of ticker taking the ball up and was a pleasure to have in the team.

Blake Wylie: Blake has always been an eager defender and this year showed more keenness to get in

closer to the action and ended up nailing one of the centre spots down. Blake showed he has the ability

to run good lines, but needs to back himself to do it when it counts and he would then go leaps and

bounds.
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UNDER 15 SCC Div 2

Back Row: Paul Ellison (Trainer), James Martin (Coach), Tali Saboune (FAO), Byron Foster, Ryan Solo,

Mohamad El Arab, Alec Van Yzendoorn, Aaron Karnold, Sebastian Unwin, Cooper Ellison, Cameron Mortimer

(Trainer), Michele Unwin (Manager).

Middle Row: Cameron Forner, Cassius Goldie-Cook, Matthew Leslie, Josh Hannigan, Jayden Khoury, Jaidin

Obeid, Kieren Nguyen, Ryan Dunn.

Front Row: Karim Saboune, Jayden Stephens, Mitchell Gibbeson, Patrick Kotsaris, Luke Colley, Shaun Bailey.

COACH’S REPORT

We started the season with our Div 2 and Div 4 sides merging to make one team with a few new players

to add to the mix. The early part of the season was trial and error, trying to find the best combinations of

available players to suit the team. We eventually settled with Karim and Jaidin in the halves to lead our

team around the field.

Like most Saints teams we were never going to be the type of team that could intimidate or run over the

opposition, we were going to have to play smart, grinding football. We used our small pack to an

advantage by being quick around the ruck, ditching and scooting out of our own half. This technique

showed its value against the eventual grand finalists Greenacre. When we versed them at home the boys

worked hard and we had them beat, but eventually lost on the buzzer 16-10. After that game I knew we

had the ability to match it with any team in the competition.

However silly errors and playing our games in patches ended up hurting us too much this year. We really

needed a win early to give us that confidence boost to take us to the next level. We let our supports wait

till the second last game against third placed Clovelly when we turned it on completing our sets and doing

the little things right winning 16-10.

Getting the win was good and bad for our team. It was great that the boys got the win, they deserved it

after a hard year of putting in the effort every week. But it was bad because it confirmed that we had the

ability to beat any side in the competition. We always looked like we could win the game, but never truly

fulfilled our potential.

It was a long tough season that I think will put the boys in good stead for next year. Of course this would

not have been possible without the help from the trainers Cameron and Paul, Tali our first aid man, or

Michelle for her managerial duties, and the parents for their support. Thanks for the year.
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PLAYER PROFILES

Shaun Bailey: Shaun had a tough year and was ruled out with injury to his back early on in the season

but trained hard and always left everything out on the field. Unlucky this year mate.

Luke Colley: Luke is a genuine footballer that can read the game well and has the skills to play in several

positions, which he did this year playing in the halves but ended up playing fullback and in the centres. He

made each position his own with solid defence and great ball playing. Great year mate.

Ryan Dunn: Ryan has a lot of ability. His tackle technique and speed helped him this year out in the

centres and wing. If he focused and got committed at training he could play anywhere on the field. Good

year Dunny.

Mohamad El Arab:Moey had a big year with his speed and his power ripping defences apart. He realised

if you run hard and straight in-between the defenders they couldn’t stop him. He is full speed at

everything and loved the intensity. Great year Moey.

Cooper Ellison: Coop played hooker and lock this year with solid defence and dependable attack leading

the team down the field. He never let the team down and always did his job. Thanks for the year Coop.

Cameron Forner: This was Cam’s first year at the club and he was always working hard at training, trying

to improve and the hard work paid off. He’d earned his spot in the team and did everything I asked of

him. Great year mate.

Byron Foster: Byron, the half-back in a second rower’s body, has awesome hands and vision, but not the

speed or fitness. We worked on his fitness and helped him as a ball playing forward with short balls at the

line that were unstoppable. If you continue with the fitness you could run on as five-eighth. Thanks for

the year By.

Mitchell Gibbeson:Mitchell’s first year of football which is always difficult at this age as the size of the

other teams scares most newcomers, but Mitchell never took a backward step and improved every game.

Get that hip fixed!!

Cassius Goldie-Cook: Cas was our hard running forward that wanted to be a back. He had great runs

running over people with a good offload. Get him cranky and they had no chance. Good year Cas!

Joshua Hannigan: Josh is a player every coach dreams of having. He could have played front row and

dominated. He has speed to burn and was hard to tackle, he read the game well and his speed out of

hooker was too much for some teams, but his try saving efforts for full-back were even better. Thanks for

the great year Josh.

Aaron Karnold: Aaron worked hard all year and never let the team down, strong runs getting the team

out of trouble. Great year mate

Jayden Khoury: Big Jayden is an emotional player that has to lead by example. He showed great

leadership as captain this year making dominate charges with the ball and crushing defence - he loves the

impact. Great year bud.

Patrick Kotsaris: Pat had a good year playing on the wing, coming in for scoots and making meters with

his speed. Always a safe player that never let the team down. Thanks for a good year.

Matthew Leslie: Mattchu had very limited knowledge of rugby league at the start of the season. He has

all the abilities of a great full-back, but settled as a great centre. He had an impressive defence and his

speed was always a handful for opponents. Improved out of sight - great year mate.
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Kieren Nguyen: Kieren had a horrible run with injuries, but for the games he did play his talk from the

wing was invaluable and decision making on whether to slide or jam in on the centre was great. Unlucky

this year mate.

Jaidin Obeid: Little Jaidin also had some issues with his knee being injured, but played well leading the

boys around the park with good vision and great ball playing. Linking well to make the other boys look

good. Great year mate.

Karim Saboune: Karim is another player that likes to lead from the front with his damaging defence

putting the big boys on their back all day. He also showed his ability with the ball with that two man cut

out to score in the corner. Magical year mate.

Ryan Solo: Solo is fit, fast, strong and competitive and it showed. Always wanting the ball, running

through the line and making his quick play of the ball that dominated, giving the team a great platform to

attack from. Great year Solo.

Celebrating St. Christopher’s JRLFC 50th Anniversary Reunion.
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UNDER 17 SCC Div 1

Back Row: Rhys Harrington, Stanley Lolohea, Paul Kitiona, Damien Rowles, Josh Thompson-Reynolds, Josh

Cavanagh, Aseri Raikalevu, Jack Ryan.

Middle Row: Grant Hanratty (Manager), Steve Bennell (Trainer), Sean Faanoi, Devante Faanoi, Aaron Gilbert,

Jeff Tuitavuki, Jack Curtin, Kyle Ford, Solomon Carter, Mick Hanratty (Coach), Matthew Grealy (Assistant

Coach).

Front Row: Bradley Cousins, William Zalloua, Scott Hannigan, Steele Brown, Fatu Togagae, , Luke Parmaxidis,

Dean Xenos, Brendon Dravet.

Fore Front: Jack Hanratty and Mitchell Rowles (Ball Boys)

Absent: Trey Brown.

COACH’S REPORT

The 2015 season for the 17s was another case of “we almost made it”. After falling short of the semis in

2014 by one competition point, we set our goal this season to make the semi finals and potentially even a

grand final. And with a mix of old faces with a handful of new additions to the team, we were very

optimistic from the outset.

After a solid pre-season and a couple of trials under the belt, we got off to a good start with a win in the

first round. Whilst the win wasn’t the most convincing, things looked very positive and there was a good

energy between the boys. Moving forward however, the season was one of inconsistency combined with

intermittent washouts. To illustrate, here are some examples of highs and lows. We came within 4 points

of beating the competition minor premiers and eventual grand finalists, and were very unlucky not to

win. We knocked off Clovelly Crocs on their home turf in a gritty and impressive performance and almost

did it again at the back end of the season. On the flipside, we drew against a poor Moorebank side in

what was probably our worst performance all year. We also threw a victory away against Mascot on their

home turf after a stellar first half, only to fall asleep in the second half.

Whilst we were well in control of our semi-final destiny right up until the last round, four washouts

during the season occurred on scheduled “wins on forfeit” and games we “probably” would have won.

Whilst I don’t like to make excuses, these washouts affected our momentum and ultimately, our standing

on the ladder. In the end, we fell short by one or two points (AGAIN!!!) of fourth spot and a place in the

semis.
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Irrespective of where we finished, I enjoyed the season and once again learned more about the

challenges and triumphs of the coaching role. To the boys, thanks for your efforts over the course of the

season. You’re a good bunch of young men who can play some good footy when you are on your game.

And I know I seem a bit harsh at times, but it’s only because I see what this team can be. You are so close

to the mark within this competition. You showed it in glimpses throughout the season and proved to

yourselves that you can do it if you are willing to put in the work. Stick solid boys, and I’m more than

positive a premiership is on the horizon.

Thank you to the parents who helped out during the course of the season with team raffles, BBQ and

canteen duties and assistance with timekeeping. Thanks for getting the boys to training on time as well.

To the rest of the coaching staff, thank you for all of your help throughout the season. Grant, thanks for

all the behind the scenes work and making sure the boys were able to take the field each week. You’re

one of the best rego collectors I’ve ever seen as well. To Wayne and Matty Grealy, thanks for all your help

with training drills, advice and assistance on game day. Wayno, your pushups were a valuable contributor

to this team and the boys will take that away with them long into the future. To Stephen Bennell, after

looking over the attendance sheet for the season, you were in attendance more than anyone involved

with the team this year. Thanks for getting the boys fit and always offering your support when it came to

the tough decisions. Thanks for putting up with my Monday morning 7am phone calls and relentless

venting over where we went wrong on game days!

Season 2016 will be upon us in no time and I hope you boys back up and have another crack in the 19s

comp. You’ll give it a massive shake.

PLAYER PROFILES

Steele Brown: Played majority of the season at full-back and filled in at five-eighth from time to time.

Steele has a great kick return and is a great talker. Was good to see him with a bit more open space to

move with the ball this year. A true club man. Thanks fingers.

Trey Brown: Trey was a newcomer to the side this year and a handy little addition in the halves. Trey can

read the game very well and he often put his back rower and centre into space. A smart kicking game

also. Hope to see you back next year Trey!

Solomon Carter: The coach’s dream. No nonsense, tough and passionate. Sol played lock and for his size,

is outstandingly effective in winning the ruck in attack and defence. A great attitude to training and

games, Sol is a leader through his actions. Always at the top of list when it came to work rate. Thanks for

the season Solomon.

Josh Cavanagh: Our right side half. Cav has got the footy brain. Knows when to kick, run and pass. A good

organiser, but also a stout defender on the edge. Always wanting to learn more about his game and how

he can improve. Thanks for the season Cav.

Brad Cousins: Brad played a little in full-back, wing and centre this year. His second year at the club, Brad

came out of his shell much more and this showed at training and games. He’s safe as a bank in attack and

defence and it was good to see him getting his work rate up week to week. Cheers Brad.

Jack Curtin: Jack came across to us from Moorebank. Jack played on the edge in either second row or

centre position. Has a good turn of pace and was excellent in support play. A very safe and reliable

defender in a difficult defensive position. Another quiet individual, Jack let his actions do the talking. A

great addition to the team and I hope to see you back next year mate.

Brendon Dravet: Dravo was uncertain about throwing the boots back on this year, but I’m glad he did.

One of the best hitters in the team, Dravo often put his shoulder straight through unsuspecting

opposition. It’s always great to watch. Really improved on his line running out wide this year too. Stick

solid Dravo.
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Devante Faanoi: Another cracking season from Devante. He’s big, strong and has a nice little offload as

well. Always making metres in the middle for the team and put some great shots on. Suffered one of the

best hand injuries I’ve seen which sidelined him for the backend of the season. Thanks for the season

mate.

Sean Faanoi: Sean made a return to the team and I’m glad he did. Sean has such raw ability. He is

powerful and virtually unstoppable from 5m out. Always willing to listen and learn and one of the

happiest humans I know. I’d love to see what a proper pre-season would do for your game mate. Hope to

see you there next year.

Kyle Ford: This was Kyle’s second year with the club. Kyle played second row and performed his job well.

A great trainer, Kyle is another one of those “no nonsense” sort of blokes. Never shies away from the

action out in the middle. Always keen to learn and improve his game. Thanks mate.

Aaron Gilbert: Aaron moved from centre into front-row this year. He was one of our most effective

attackers and defenders. Rarely got put on his back when taking hit-ups and really improved on his

wrestle and ground work. Suffered a season ending injury at training and was a big loss for us at the

backend of the season. Thanks for your efforts.

Scott Hannigan: Our starting hooker. Scott was constantly at the top of our tackle count every week. Has

great service from the ground and has refined his knowledge of when to scoot and when to give. Really

improved on his wrestle this year. Was great to see him get in the niggle with some opposing players as

well.

Rhys Harrington: Rhys played a year above his normal age group this year. Rhys may be very slight in

build, but he defends like he’s 100kg. He is a traditional text book defender and was one of the safest out

on the paddock. His line running is exceptional as well. A very knowledgeable man on the game, I think

you have a bright future in the game, whether it be playing or in a coaching role when you get older.

Thanks Cory Worthington

Paul Kitiona: Kitty moved from the edge into front row as well this year. He has the perfect frame for

Rugby League. Strong and powerful, Kitty went from strength to strength each week. He picked up the

role really well. Showed strong carries with the ball, always pushed up with fellow forwards and really

improved his defence. One of the best seasons I’ve seen you play mate. Only upwards from here!

Stanley Lolohea: Stan came to us late in the season from Queensland. He was a great addition to the

team and played a vital role in the prop position. He has a good understanding of his job on the field and

is very effective in winning the ruck in attack and defence. Only got to see a handful of games from him,

but really looking forward to seeing what he can do next year. Thanks Stan.

Luke Parmaxidis: Luke continued his strong form from last year. He is perfect in the middle when

defensive lines get tired at the back-end of halves. His speed allowed him to make easy metres and the

occasional line break up the middle. Always willing to put his hand up when the going gets tough. Thanks

Luke.

Aseri Raikalevu: Aseri is another individual who possesses raw talent. He is lightning fast, great with the

footy in his hand, and has great tackling technique. Didn’t get to see the best of him this year due to

family commitments and inconsistent training. Aseri, you have massive potential if you commit yourself

fully to the game. Hope to see you next year.

Damien Rowles: Another solid season from Damo. He’s quiet as a mouse, but loves his Rugby League. A

good line runner on the edge, Damo is capable of bending and breaking the lines during games. Not

afraid to ask questions at training to improve his game. Thanks for your efforts mate.
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Jack Ryan: Jack was another young man to be playing an age above his actual age. Jack played in the

halves and at times in the hooker role. A good director of play, Jack steered the team around well when

he was on the paddock. Has a lot of potential if he keeps working on all the facets of his game.

Josh Thompson-Reynolds: Josh made the move to centre this year. JTR has great aggression and this is

displayed through his solid defence. Rarely was he beaten by the opposition when they attacked down

his side. Has a great turn of pace and made some great line breaks on the edges. Cheers JTR.

Fatu Togagae: Fatu was our skipper this year. A man who leads through his actions and has a lot of

respect from the boys. Got through some big minutes this year and really excelled on the left edge.

Opposition never stood a chance whenever Fatu ran the ball. Would often get a good offload away to his

outside men. A great player to watch. Keep working on your game mate.

Jeffrey Tuitavuki: Jeff was another newcomer to the side this year and was a valuable addition to the

side. His work rate is outstanding and is damaging every time he touches the ball. He changed between

second row and front row and excelled in both positions. Has a big future in the game if he works hard at

it. Hope to see you back next year.

Dean Xenos: Deano was another new addition to the side. First thing that comes to mind with Dean is his

speed. A great runner with the ball, Dean was responsible for some excellent kick returns from either

wing or fullback. Forged some really good combinations with his centre and finished off some nice tries in

the corner. Thanks for the season Dean.

Will Zalloua: Once again, another new addition, Will has an outstanding attitude towards Rugby League.

He was willing to play anywhere and found himself in between wing and centre. A hunger for learning the

game and how to improve his own game, Will would take on advice and implement it in his game. One of

the most coachable young men I have ever met. Thank you Will.
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1st GRADE SCC (A Grade - Div 1) - FINALISTS

Back Row: Andrew Mortimer, Dane Elliott, Kane Moon, Aaron Janda, Stephen Kolodziej, Donald Tevi, Jarrad

Woods, Ben Barrett, Shane Smith, Joshua Kavanagh.

Middle Row: Ross Kendall (Strapper), Rashard Sari (Trainer), Alan Wren (Trainer), Nathan Sellings, John Gibbs,

Joshua Simpson, Matthew Dawes, Justin Bold, Paul Gibbs, Brent Sherwin (Coach), Dee Williams (Co-manager),

Chris Keenan (Co-manager).

Front Row:Michael Langtry, Matthew Stone, Jarrod Simpson, Nathan Coughtrey, Brock Askell, Liam Eisenhuth,

David Psaroudis, Graham McFarlane.

Fore Front: James Eivers (Ball Boy).

Absent: Dave Eisenhuth, Debbie Riley (First Aid Officer).

MANAGER’S REPORT

What an incredible season. In February I was receiving calls from players asking me to help them find a

coach and asking if I would manage the team. At this point Steve Mayoh was caretaker coach while the

club looked for a permanent coach. I had enjoyed two years away from the game, but being the club’s

50th year I was enticed back to the club. I needed to find a coach and so approached Brent Sherwin, a

former Bulldog player and St Christopher’s junior. Brent was working in the mines and was only able to

commit to one night per week and at first was reluctant to take on the role, until he received notice that

his term at the mines was coming to an end and took on a job truck driving.

As the training began it became obvious that we were going to be short on backs and players would have

to play out of position, so this was going to be a real test of character. We began the season in reserve

grade and were then placed in first grade. I was unsure as to how we would fare in first grade as a lot of

our players were coming out of retirement to make up the numbers. We began our campaign with a solid

win over St George Dragons and the team was consistent all year, ending with the best defensive record

in the comp to finish in second place.

Our first semi saw us go down to minor premiers St George Dragons 10-30, but as we finished in second

place we had another bite of the cherry. We lined up against competition heavyweights Auburn Warriors,

who had beaten us 20-32 the last time we met. The final was the toughest game of A grade rugby league

I have witnessed, every player put his body on the line in this hard fought match. At half-time the score

was 6-6. At full-time the score was 10-10. We then went in to 10 minutes of extra time and Auburn

kicked a field goal with 9 seconds remaining for us to go down 10-11. This was a classic final to say the

least. So our season came to an end and, looking back, what a season it was. We wore the inaugural

Women in league (pink) jumper and next year we hope to be the first team to wear the Anzac jumper.
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There was some remarkable efforts during the year, but the success of the team would not be possible

without the following people.

Alan Wren: Trainer, strapper, water boy and good mate to all. Been around the club for many years and

is a Life Member of St Christopher's and always willing to help out the team in any way possible. Thanks

Al.

Ross ‘Killer’ Kendall: Strapper and a guy who helped me with managing duties and assisted anyone who

needed help. Great bloke to be around and a great bloke to have around the team. Hope to have him on

board next year.

Dee Williams:Manager, Dee has been with the A grade team for a few years now and is a great organiser

and willing to help out in any area with the team. Thanks Dee.

Debbie Riley: First aid, strapper and fun girl to be around, Debbie is probably the most qualified first

aider in the comp. She is as good as having a team doctor, takes care of the boys to keep them on the

paddock. Deb has a heavy work load outside footy and we appreciate her giving us her spare time, thanks

Deb.

Rashad Sari. Played in the trials and is a little bit inexperienced for A grade, so he offered to put his hand

up as a team assistant, water boy. Thanks for that Rash.

Brent Sherwin: The coach of the team and what a job he did with the boys, blending the old and young

together to form a formidable team that had the best defensive record in the comp and in his first year,

taking them to the finals. Brent has two young children and at times being a coach takes a lot of time

away from your family, but I know he is keen to go again next year. If we have an A grade he would

probably coach them, if not he may take on a younger team. Either way he is an asset to the club.

And finally to our SPONSORS and supporters. It costs on average around $12,000 to $15,000 to put an 'A'

grade team on the paddock, and while all players paid $150.00 registration it falls well short of what is

required. This year with the help of our sponsors and supporters we raised $14,000.00 and our costs for

the year was $13,700.00, which clearly shows that without your support we would not be able to field a

team, so a special mention to:

 Orange Bins  Barber Crew

 DNA Building Services  Bold Pest Control

 Sellings Plumbing Services  PAJG Builders

 Paul Eisenhuth Builders  AERM

Many thanks for your support and I hope that we can continue this association with your business next

season.

Chris “Crackers” Keenan

PLAYER PROFILES

Brock Askell: Utility, Brock played in a number of positions during the year starting at half-back, then

lock, second-row, five-eighth and centre. Does not matter where you put Brock, you just know you are

going to get 100% from him.

Ben Barrett: Ben came out of retirement to play his first game in 11 years. He played most of his career in

the forwards, but this year was on the wing. Ben had an outstanding year and earned the nick name

"Gazelle" with his unique running style making plenty of metres during the season. He has not ruled out

returning next year. An absolute gentleman.
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Justin Bold: Justin is another player who can play in a number of positions, and while he battled a knee

injury all year you would not know it if you watched him with his bullocking runs and solid defence. The

team larrikin who will no doubt retire from the game, but hopefully put his hand up for water boy next

year.

Nathan Coughtrey: A late comer to the team who quickly impressed me with his attitude and he soon

became captain. Nathan played hooker and was one of our top tacklers each week and led the team by

example. I sure hope he returns next year.

Matthew Dawes: Prop, a former A grade captain and premiership winner, brought a lot of experience to

our side and made great metres every week and pulled off some big hits. Will be sorely missed next year.

Liam Eisenhuth: Second rower and one of the best in the comp, goes at 100 mile an hour every week and

doesn't know any other way. Great player in both attack and defence.

Dave Eisenhuth: Utility player with the biggest heart in the comp. Plays well above his weight every

week. Give me a team of Dave Eisenhuth’s and I will deliver you a premiership.

Dane Elliott: Centre/second rower. Dane played mostly in the backs this year and his smothering tackle is

his trademark. It doesn't matter how big the opposition is, once Dane gets hold of you there is only one

place you are heading and that's the turf. Not as quick as he once was, but still a powerful runner.

Paul Gibbs: Gibbo plays in the second-row, but at times filled in at hooker. A consistent player who never

has a bad game.

John Gibbs: Prop and one of the biggest players in the comp, pulled off some big hits this year and

another big strong runner.

Aaron Janda: Lock. Aaron had a great year, and was in top form the last half of the season winning a lot

of man of the match points. A strong runner and punishing defender who topped the tackle count most

weeks, also played a bit of five-eighth and centre when required. He is one player Saints need if they are

to win an A grade comp in the near future. Well done mate.

Josh Kavanagh: Started the year at full-back, finished the year in the second-row where he played his

best footy, and in between played a bit of centre and five-eighth. A very consistent performer who

commands a spot in the 20 every week.

Stephen Kolodziej: Prop who goes about his business well every week, but against the tough sides is

where he saves his best footy for our last three games were the toughest of the year and Steve lead the

way up front in all three with his strong runs and solid defence. We need him next year.

Michael Langtry: Second rower/winger. This year our team was top heavy with forwards and with an

ageing roster meant that Michael alternated between the two positions with second-row being his best

position. A good defender and does his share of hit ups.

GrahamMcFarlane: Centre. Graham is one of the more experienced players in the side and a very

consistent player at that. He is a solid defender and can hit a hole, and has a bit of pace to back it up. Has

a little baby now so as far as playing next year is concerned, there is a question mark over it. Great season

mate.

Kane Moon: Prop and second rower. An outstanding young player who plays hard and consistently every

week and is a popular team member. Lives down the coast now, but would love to have him back next

year.

Andrew Mortimer: Another utility player who is a player other people want to play with. A cool, calm

player with a good football brain, solid defender and very quick over 15 metres making many good
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metres from dummy-half. Will probably retire, but with Andrew, you never say never. Thanks for your

efforts and friendship mate. A true gentleman.

David Psaroudis: Second rower/centre. Dave joined us in June and made an impact from the start

winning man of the match in his first game. He goes hell for leather when he is on the field, he has pace

and is a solid defender. Battled a bit with injuries and was sorely missed in our big end of season games.

Well done Dave.

Nathan Sellings: 5/Five-eighth. Nathan is a clever organiser and has the best kicking game in the comp.

Always plays well and was going great till he was hit with a coward punch which put him out for a few

weeks. Returned towards the end of the season and picked up from where he left off. This may have

been his last year and I will be doing my best to talk him out of retirement.

Jarrod Simpson: Hooker/ fullback. Hooker is his best position, but as we had no specialist fullback I took

the gamble and played him there, and what a sensation he was. Made many metres each week, a solid

defender at the back who saved many tries with his front on defence. If he stays in footy I am sure he will

one day be the A grade captain.

Joshua Simpson: Prop. Josh has played A grade for a long while now and I am told this was his best year.

At the start he was coming off the bench and making an impact for us, but as injuries hit other forwards I

began starting him and he was that good that I had to keep him there. Made good metres every week

and was a solid defender. At times with his brother’s attack and Josh's defence it was the Simpsons show

on the paddock. Well done Josh.

Shane Smith: His real position is second-row, but as we were top heavy with forwards he was moved to

the wing where he worked well with his centre partner. Scored tries from nowhere at times and was a

solid defender, rarely missing a tackle.

Matthew Stone: Half back. Stoney got injured in our last trial and never made it on to the paddock till

June. A very good organiser and a good defender, due to injury we never got to see the best of him. The

few games he did play were outstanding.

Donald Tevi: Prop. Donald was another player who had his battles with injury and only got to play a

handful of games, but made his presence felt in each game. A great runner of the ball and a big defender,

we are already on to him about next year.

Jarrad Woods: Jarrad joined us just before June 30 and played some solid games before injuring his back

at work, cutting his season short.

Jeremy Fuller: Jeremy returned to footy after two years off and after a couple of trials was back to his

best. Unfortunately for us, his old manager got him a gig at Wests in the Ron Massey Cup so we only got

three comp games out of him.

Terry Myers: A nuggety back rower who did all the hard work in the pre-season and trials, but a change

of jobs saw him only play the one comp game.
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 5

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

COPE William 13 2 8 1

EISENHUTH Roy 12 5 20 1

GIFFORD-MOORE Quinn 12 18 72 1

HAYWARD Cooper 13 29 116 1

McGRATH Ayden 11 7 28 1

OLOAPU Stephen 13 8 32 1

PETERSEN Luke 13 1

THOMPSON Alessandro 11 1

WHITNEY Campbell 10 1

TALEB (to U6-2s from R3) Ayden 2 3 12 2

Totals 72 288

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 Bears Bill Delauney 20 0

2 18/04/2015 Bulls Bill Delauney 16 20

3 2/05/2015 Moorebank Washout

4 9/05/2015 Tigers Roberts 24 8

5 16/05/2015 Sports Steve Folkes 16 36

6 23/05/2015 Bears Peter Hislop 24 0

7 30/05/2015 Bulls Ruse Park 24 8

8 13/06/2015 Moorebank Bill Delauney 24 4

9 20/06/2015 Tigers Washout

10 27/06/2015 Sports Bill Delauney 8 36

11 4/07/2015 Bears Peter Hislop 28 4

12 11/07/2015 Bulls Bill Delauney 28 36

13 18/07/2015 Moorebank Washout

14 25/07/2015 Tigers Roberts 32 8

15 1/08/2015 Tigers Roberts 28 16

16 8/08/2015 Moorebank Bill Delauney 16 12

288 188
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 6 Div 2

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

FORTUNATO Ryan 11 5 20 1

KHOURY Charbel 12 2 8 1

LOVETT Flynn 13 1

MAYNARD Liam 13 1

MILLER Riley 11 5 20 2

MOORE Jamal 11 1

PIHEMA Cole 13 21 84 2

RIMINGTON Charles 13 2

TALEB (from R3 on) Ayden 10 2

BYRNES (DNFS)* Patrick 2

TSAMOULOS (DNFS)* John 1

Totals 33 132

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 Bulls WOF

2 18/04/2015 Colts Killara 8 28

3 2/05/2015 Dragons Washout

4 9/05/2015 St Johns Bill Delauney 36 4

5 16/05/2015 Moorebank Hammondville 8 24

6 23/05/2015 Bulls Ruse Park 16 28

7 30/05/2015 Colts Killara 8 32

8 13/06/2015 Dragons Clemton Park 28 20

9 20/06/2015 Tigers Washout

10 27/06/2015 Moorebank Bill Delauney 4 28

11 4/07/2015 Bulls Bill Delauney 8 36

12 11/07/2015 Colts Killara 0 20

13 18/07/2015 Dragons Washout

14 25/07/2015 Tigers Roberts 4 32

15 1/08/2015 Moorebank Hammondville 8 40

16 8/08/2015 Tigers Bill Delauney 4 24

132 316

* Did not finish season
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 6 Div 1

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

DODD Jacob 10 5 20 2

MAARBANI Izhak 8 3

MITCHELL Caleb 11 6 30 1

MUNN Tyler 12 18 72 3

O'DONOVAN Declan 12 15 60 2

PAINE Harry 11 5 20 2

PRIOR Drew 8 3

PSIRAKIS Michael 12 12 48 1

RAISH Noah 12 5 20 3

SUMMERLAND Kai 8 2

WILSON Xavius 11 4 20 2

Totals 70 280

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 Hornets Terry Lamb 32 4

2 18/04/2015 Tigers Bill Delauney 16 20

3 2/05/2015 Bears Washout

4 9/05/2015 Moorebank Hammondville 16 8

5 16/05/2015 St Johns Punchbowl 20 12

6 23/05/2015 BYE

7 30/05/2015 Sports Steve Folkes 24 20

8 13/06/2015 Hornets Terry Lamb 16 4

9 20/06/2015 Tigers Washout

10 27/06/2015 Bears Bill Delauney 20 12

11 4/07/2015 Moorebank Hammondville 36 12

12 11/07/2015 St Johns Bill Delauney 24 28

13 18/07/2015 BYE Washout

14 25/07/2015 Sports Bill Delauney 24 8

15 1/08/2015 Tigers Roberts 24 20

16 8/08/2015 Bears Peter Hislop 28 24

280 172
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 7 Div 2

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

COLLINET Aleric 12 1

DAWES James 13 2

GANEME Alexander 12 2 8 2

HANNEY Joshua 13 6 24 2

MOUAWAD Lucas 13 5 20 1

PASSARELLI Nicholas 12 3

PETERSEN Caleb 13 9 36 2

PHILLIPS Dylan 13 7 28 3

PIHEMA Braydon 12 9 36 2

RUNDLE Khoda 13 18 72 3

TRAN Tyson 13 2 8 1

TUCKETT Casch 11 1

Totals 58 232

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 Tigers Bill Delauney 32 4

2 18/04/2015 Moorebank Hammondville 28 8

3 2/05/2015 Bulls Washout

4 9/05/2015 Sports Bill Delauney 8 40

5 16/05/2015 Dragons Clemton Park 8 36

6 23/05/2015 Tigers Roberts 24 12

7 30/05/2015 Moorebank Bill Delauney 20 20

8 13/06/2015 Bulls Bill Delauney 24 32

9 20/06/2015 Sports Washout

10 27/06/2015 Hornets Bill Delauney 32 36

11 4/07/2015 Broncos Middleton 32 44

12 11/07/2015 Moorebank Bill Delauney WOF

13 18/07/2015 Bulls Washout

14 25/07/2015 Sports Bill Delauney 4 44

15 1/08/2015 Hornets Terry Lamb 12 20

16 8/08/2015 Sports Steve Folkes 8 32

232 328
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 8 Div 3

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

AYOUB Christopher 12 7 3 34 2

KITIONA Michael 13 1 1 6 3

MORSE Noah 13 9 1 38 1

PENMAN Brodie-Jay 13 10 8 56 3

TALEB Zacharia 11 4 2 20 4

WEST Lachlan 12 4 2 20 1

WILSON Rory 13 1 3 10 2

ZANBAKA Kristian 13 9 4 44 3

ZANBAKA Max 12 16 5 74 3

Totals 61 29 302

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 Hornets Terry Lamb 12 36

2 18/04/2015 Bears Bill Delauney 28 8

3 2/05/2015 BYE Washout

4 9/05/2015 Bulls Bill Delauney 10 46

5 16/05/2015 Moorebank Bill Delauney 16 24

6 23/05/2015 Hornets Terry Lamb 18 38

7 30/05/2015 Bears Bill Delauney 32 14

8 13/06/2015 St Johns Punchbowl 40 14

9 20/06/2015 Dragons Washout

10 27/06/2015 Tigers Roberts 14 16

11 4/07/2015 East Hills Smith Park 30 40

12 11/07/2015 Moorebank Bill Delauney 32 28

13 18/07/2015 Hornets Washout

14 25/07/2015 Bears Peter Hislop 24 18

15 1/08/2015 St Johns Punchbowl 36 10

16 8/08/2015 Dragons Bill Delauney 10 32

302 324
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 8 Div 2

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BENDER Jake 13 8 32 3

BRUNO Alexander 13 4 4 24 3

CARRERA Edwin 10 5 3 26 3

GITSHAM Rhys 13 3 12 5

KLEM Aaron 13 1 5 14 3

MARTIN Cooper 13 1 2 4

RIZOGLOU Leon 13 4 6 28 1

TODD-BONSELAAR Riley 12 2 2 12 3

WALLACE Edan 12 17 5 78 1

PHILLIPS (U7-2) Dylan 1

MUNN (U6-1) Tyler 1

Totals 44 25 228

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 Bears Bill Delauney 6 34

2 18/04/2015 Colts Killara 22 36

3 2/05/2015 Moorebank Washout

4 9/05/2015 East Hills Smith Park 40 28

5 16/05/2015 Tigers Bill Delauney 16 10

6 23/05/2015 Sports Steve Folkes 14 36

7 30/05/2015 Hornets Bill Delauney 16 28

8 13/06/2015 Heights Middleton 30 22

9 20/06/2015 St Johns Washout

10 27/06/2015 Bears Peter Hislop 12 26

11 4/07/2015 Colts Killara 10 58

12 11/07/2015 Moorebank Bill Delauney 16 16

13 18/07/2015 Bulls Washout

14 25/07/2015 Tigers Roberts 16 28

15 1/08/2015 Sports Steve Folkes 12 38

16 8/08/2015 St Johns Bill Delauney 18 32

228 392
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 8 Div 1

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BURKE Lachlan 12 8 6 44 5

FITZGERALD Matthew 12 1 4 12 2

FORRESTER Patrick 12 3 2 16 3

MOONEY Isaac 12 1 4 2

PENGUE Lucas 12 4 8 32 5

SCOTT Thomas 11 1 3 10 4

SEVE Itula 12 18 4 80 2

SKINNER Ryan 12 2 2 12 1

WEIR Noah 12 3 12 4

WILSON Zeedan 12 2 8 2

Totals 43 29 230

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 St Johns Punchbowl 8 28

2 18/04/2015 Bears Peter Hislop 20 24

3 2/05/2015 Tigers Washout

4 9/05/2015 Bulls Bill Delauney 20 10

5 16/05/2015 Sports Bill Delauney 18 24

6 23/05/2015 St Johns Punchbowl 18 32

7 30/05/2015 BYE

8 13/06/2015 Bears Peter Hislop 30 24

9 20/06/2015 Broncos Washout

10 27/06/2015 Tigers Bill Delauney 18 40

11 4/07/2015 Dragons Clemton Park 4 26

12 11/07/2015 Moorebank Bill Delauney 24 16

13 18/07/2015 Bulls Washout

14 25/07/2015 Sports Bill Delauney 38 24

15 1/08/2015 St Johns Punchbowl 12 36

16 8/08/2015 Broncos Middleton 20 14

230 298
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 9 Div 2

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

AUTA Joseph 13 1

BARDEN-TE AMOHANGA Takerei 13 6 24 1

DELINICOLIS Patrick 13 1 1 6 3

KHOURY Marcus 13 8 12 56 5

LAKE Logan 13 2 6 20 2

LEE Isaiah 13 3 12 1

MAARBANI Zachariah 12 6 1 26 4

MARSHALL Thomas 12 1 1 6 1

MCANDREW Lucas 13 4 1 18 4

OSHEA Cameron 8 2 4 2

PATTERSON Thomas 10 2 8 3

PITTMAN Benjamin 12 9 4 44 2

STAPLETON Taj 12 5 20 3

SULLIVAN Oscar 13 2 8 2

TAUFA Damon 13 4 16 4

Totals 53 28 268

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 Broncos Bill Delauney WOF

2 18/04/2015 Colts Killara 34 4

3 2/05/2015 Warriors Washout

4 9/05/2015 Dragons Bill Delauney 16 30

5 16/05/2015 East Hills Bill Delauney 22 32

6 23/05/2015 Broncos Smith Park 26 12

7 30/05/2015 Sports Steve Folkes 28 10

8 13/06/2015 St Johns Bill Delauney 26 6

9 20/06/2015 Moorebank Washout

10 27/06/2015 Bears Peter Hislop 24 24

11 4/07/2015 Colts Bill Delauney 26 18

12 11/07/2015 Warriors Middleton 16 22

13 18/07/2015 Moorebank Washout

14 25/07/2015 Warriors Neptune 6 22

PSF 1/08/2015 Sports Ruse Park 32 26

SF 8/08/2015 East Hills Punchbowl 12 30

268 236
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 9 Div 1

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BISHARA Mark 14 5

CASSAR Lucas 14 1 1 6 4

COLLINET Logan 14 3 12 2

DUNN Joshua 14 2 4 2

GLYNATSIS Nikitas 14 2 8 1

HANRATTY Jack 14 14 10 76 5

PAPADOPOULOS Ellias 14 2

PORTER Zac 14 1 10 24 3

ROWLES Mitchell 13 9 7 50 5

SAFI Adrien 14 6 3 30 4

SAFI James 14 4 16 4

TODD-BONSELAAR Kian 13 1 2 8 3

WALSH Liam 14 11 3 50 1

HOLMES (DNFS)* Harrison 5

ALAELUA (WTGTH)** Chris 1 1 4

Totals 53 38 288

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 BYE

2 18/04/2015 Colts Killara 36 16

3 2/05/2015 Hornets Washout

4 9/05/2015 Sports(W) Steve Folkes 26 10

5 16/05/2015 Sports (B) Bill Delauney 18 14

6 23/05/2015 Tigers(W) Roberts 32 28

7 30/05/2015 Moorebank Bill Delauney 22 0

8 13/06/2015 Tigers(B) Bill Delauney 0 24

9 20/06/2015 Bears Washout

10 27/06/2015 Bulls Ruse Park 20 4

11 4/07/2015 St Johns Bill Delauney 40 26

12 11/07/2015 BYE

13 18/07/2015 Colts Washout

14 25/07/2015 Bears Bill Delauney 18 24

15 1/08/2015 Hornets Terry Lamb 22 16

PSF 8/08/2015 Bears Neptune 24 12

SF 15/08/2015 Tigers(B) Roberts 6 12

F 22/08/2015 Bears Hammondville 24 6

GF 29/08/2015 Tigers(B) Belmore 0 26

288 218

* Did not finish season

** Went to Greenacre trophy hunting
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 10 Div 2

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BAH Abdoulaye 12 9 36 1

CHAMI Hussein 12 5 5 30 3

CUTRUPI Matthew 12 1 6 16 6

GODBIER Ryan 10 1

HANNEY Cooper 12 2

HIGHAM Edward 10 1

JULIAN Bailey 12 3 5 22 2

KOUROUCHE Zane 9 3

MAARBANI Youssef 12 17 68 4

MCCUTCHEON Daniel 12 3

MELLAS Cameron 10 3 12 1

PORTER Ryan 12 3 9 30 3

SUTTON Cooper 11 1 2 3

ZANZOUL Xavier 12 1 3 10 2

Totals 42 29 226

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 Bears Bill Delauney 0 36

2 18/04/2015 Broncos Bill Delauney 24 20

3 2/05/2015 Hornets Washout

4 9/05/2015 Moorebank Hammondville 28 8

5 16/05/2015 St Johns Punchbowl 28 24

6 23/05/2015 East Hills Smith Park 34 12

7 30/05/2015 Bulls Ruse Park 24 6

8 13/06/2015 BYE

9 20/06/2015 Sports Washout

10 27/06/2015 Colts Neptune 28 22

11 4/07/2015 Tigers Bill Delauney 42 22

12 11/07/2015 Bears Bill Delauney WOF

13 18/07/2015 Sports Washout

14 25/07/2015 Hornets Bill Delauney WOF

SF 8/08/2015 Broncos Punchbowl 12 24

F 15/08/2015 Bears Terry Lamb 6 30

226 204
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 10 Div 1

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ARMSTRONG Dean 11 1 2 2

ASSAF Peter 13 13 5 62 5

BAHSA Nouredeen 10 3

BOYNE Kian 6 3 4 20 5

FORRESTER Thomas 12 3 6 24 5

KILLORN Tarley 13 1 1 6 4

LYNCH Totoa 13 4 5 26 6

MILLAR Owen 13 2 4 7

MOSELEY Oscar 13 6 1 26 5

SAHYOUN Marcus 13 1 2 4

SEVE Fanafou 13 16 4 72 2

SHIELDS Jayden 13 2 9 26 2

ZANBAKA Jack 13 1 1 6 5

HANRATTY (U9-1) Jack 2

SEVE (U8-1) Itula 7 2 1 10

Totals 51 41 286

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 Moorebank Hammondville 16 18

2 18/04/2015 Hornets(W) Bill Delauney 36 6

3 2/05/2015 Bulls Washout

4 9/05/2015 BYE

5 16/05/2015 Tigers(W) Roberts 18 20

6 23/05/2015 Dragons Clemton Park 22 12

7 30/05/2015 Sports (B) Bill Delauney 22 18

8 13/06/2015 Hornets(B) Terry Lamb 12 26

9 20/06/2015 Sports(W) Washout

10 27/06/2015 Tigers(B) Roberts 22 20

11 4/07/2015 St Johns Bill Delauney 30 26

12 11/07/2015 Moorebank Bill Delauney 18 12

13 18/07/2015 Hornets(W) Washout

14 25/07/2015 Sports(W) Steve Folkes 30 18

15 1/08/2015 Bulls Killara 28 18

SF 8/08/2015 Tigers(B) Smith Park 10 12

F 15/08/2015 Sports (B) Clemton Park 22 24

286 230
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 11 Div 2

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ACHRAM Tommy 8 2 8 4

COBLE Steven 10 1 2 7

CUTRUPI Bianca 11 4 16 6

FIELD Jarrod 10 4 1 18 5

FOSTER Sean 7 3 2 16 6

HAIFA Elias 11 1 4 1

KOUROUCHE Saadi 1 8 32 5

MASSIH Joseph 10 1 2 2

MOUAWAD Zachery 10 1 9 22 2

MUMFORD Jackson 11 1 4 1

NARVEL Mahsen 9 17 8 84 1

RIZOGLOU Alexander 9 2 8 1

RODOREDA Ky 11 1 8 20 5

TAUFA Liam 9 1 5 14 4

TORBAY Jarred 10 5 10 2

CUTRUPI (U10-2) Matthew 1

Totals 45 40 260

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 Bears Peter Hislop 22 24

2 18/04/2015 Bulls Bill Delauney 28 30

3 2/05/2015 Sports Washout

4 9/05/2015 Moorebank (B) Hammondville 24 32

5 16/05/2015 Moorebank (W) Bill Delauney 28 30

6 23/05/2015 St Johns Punchbowl 22 36

7 30/05/2015 Colts Killara 18 6

8 13/06/2015 East Hills Bill Delauney 6 28

9 20/06/2015 Bulls Washout

10 27/06/2015 Tigers Bill Delauney 30 22

11 4/07/2015 Sports Steve Folkes 24 22

12 11/07/2015 Bears Bill Delauney 24 28

13 18/07/2015 Moorebank (B) Washout

14 25/07/2015 Bulls Ruse Park 34 18

260 276
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 11 Div 1

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

AUTA Jaycob 14 1

BAILEY Trent 12 3 12 7

CASSAR Vincent 12 1 4 7

CEISSMAN Zacarie 13 4 3 22 6

ELKORDI Jawaad 14 4 16 1

KENNEDY Jared 14 2 7 22 6

MARSH Harrison 13 3

MARTIN Jack 14 3 3 18 5

MOLONEY Luke 13 7

OLOAPU Ricardo 14 8 1 34 5

POUND Zack 14 2 9 26 3

RAVEL Thomas 13 1 4 5

SLEIMAN Jesse 14 7

STANDALOFT Bailey 12 1 2 7

TUCKETT River 8 1 4 1

Totals 29 24 164

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 Moorebank Bill Delauney 24 0

2 18/04/2015 Tigers Roberts 0 6

3 2/05/2015 Bears Washout

4 9/05/2015 St Johns Bill Delauney 0 24

5 16/05/2015 Sports Bill Delauney 12 0

6 23/05/2015 Colts Killara 18 12

7 30/05/2015 Hornets Bill Delauney 6 10

8 13/06/2015 Bulls Bill Delauney 8 24

9 20/06/2015 Dragons Washout

10 27/06/2015 Moorebank Bill Delauney 30 12

11 4/07/2015 Tigers Roberts 6 12

12 11/07/2015 Bears Peter Hislop 12 18

13 18/07/2015 St Johns Washout

14 25/07/2015 Dragons Bill Delauney 24 36

15 1/08/2015 Bears Peter Hislop 6 24

PSF 8/08/2015 Bears Neptune 12 34

PF 15/08/2015 Colts Terry Lamb 6 12

164 224
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 12 Div 2

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

AUTA Jovali 13 3 12 1

BRITO Braidon 13 13 2 56 6

CORNFORTH Riley 14 7 14 2

DELINICOLIS Jonathan 14 3 6 4

FAANOI Toafa 14 15 2 64 5

FISHER Jack 14 5 7 34 2

FORRESTER Michael 14 2 4 7

GHILARDI Nicolas 10 2 7 22 3

GHILARDI Christian 14 6 4 32 3

JENKINS Daniel 14 3

NUNAN Len 12 1 1 6 2

PASSARELLI Alexander 13 5 20 6

EIVERS James 13 3

REGESTER Connor 14 11 6 56 1

SMEE Thomas 14 5 20 2

SPASEVSKI Lucas 10 1

TAYLOR Adam 11 1 1 6 4

Totals 67 42 352

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 East Hills Bill Delauney 28 0

2 18/04/2015 Bulls Ruse Park 18 0

3 2/05/2015 Dragons Washout

4 9/05/2015 BYE

5 16/05/2015 Hornets(B) Terry Lamb 6 42

6 23/05/2015 Hornets(W) Terry Lamb 36 0

7 30/05/2015 Bears Peter Hislop 12 4

8 13/06/2015 St Johns Bill Delauney 46 12

9 20/06/2015 Heights Washout

10 27/06/2015 Warriors Lidcombe 28 12

11 4/07/2015 Tigers Bill Delauney 36 4

12 11/07/2015 East Hills Smith Park 34 4

13 18/07/2015 Heights Washout

14 25/07/2015 Dragons Bill Delauney 48 10

PSF 1/08/2015 Bears Roberts 22 18

SF 8/08/2015 Hornets(B) Steve Folkes 8 10

F 15/08/2015 Bears Terry Lamb 14 8

GF 22/08/2015 Hornets(B) Belmore 16 18

352 142
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 13 Div 1

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BUTLER Zachary 14 1 2 1

CARLOS Ethan 12 1 1 6 2

DAVIDSON Aidan 12 1 12 28 9

DUNDAS Reily 15 3 1 14 9

HOWARD Jarred 13 1 4 3

IFOPO Nathaniel 14 16 64 1

KITIONA Mark 15 1 1 6 6

LOUTSOS Dane 15 3 12 4

MANOA Malakai 14 2 8 6

MCALPINE Lachlan 15 10 12 64 8

OSBORN Connor 13 5

PAPADOPOULOS Nikolas 15 2 8 2

PENGUE Jon 15 5 1 22 9

SHIELDS Joel 15 3 3 18 2

TAALA Elijah 9 5 20 2

TAMOTU Joshua 14 9 1 38 3

FUZ (DNFS)* Cody 7 2 8

RAAD (DNFS)* Adam 5

Totals 64 33 322

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 11/04/2015 Tigers Roberts 26 20

2 18/04/2015 Dragons Clemton Park 4 30

3 2/05/2015 Moorebank (B) Washout

4 9/05/2015 Sports Bill Delauney 0 64

5 16/05/2015 Bulls(B) Ruse Park 8 30

6 23/05/2015 St Johns Punchbowl 8 4

7 30/05/2015 East Hills Smith Park 32 4

8 13/06/2015 Tigers Roberts 10 20

9 20/06/2015 Bears Washout

10 27/06/2015 Hornets Terry Lamb 40 0

11 4/07/2015 Bulls(W) Bill Delauney 62 0

12 11/07/2015 Moorebank (W) Bill Delauney 28 14

13 18/07/2015 Dragons Washout

14 25/07/2015 Bears Bill Delauney 42 0

15 1/08/2015 Moorebank (B) Hammondville 30 6

QSF 8/08/2015 St Johns Killara 18 0

SF 15/08/2015 Tigers Roberts 14 12

F 22/08/2015 Sports Hammondville 0 44

322 248
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 14 Div 2

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ANDERSON Henare 7 1

CASTUCCI Adam 13 10 40 2

CRAWFORD Jarrad 12 1 2 5

CUTRUPI Daniel 13 10

DAVIS Kaylan-Joe 7 1 4 1

FULLER Joshua 11 10

GAZILAS Dean 10 1 4 6

JORDAN Lachlan 13 10 40 10

LYNCH Kueva 13 4 16 6

MAARBANI Ibrahim 11 3 12 4

QUINTAL Vincent 13 1 4 6

RILEY Cameron 12 5 20 10

RYAN Billy 13 1 4 4

SLEIMAN Camille 13 3 25 62 8

TAUFA Ethan 12 4

TITMUSS Jack 5 10

TOFILAU Jordan 12 6

WHYTE Callum 12 7

WYLIE Blake 13 10

Totals 39 26 208

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 12/04/2015 Clovelly Waverley Oval 22 28

2 19/04/2015 Sports (B) Bill Delauney 50 10

3 26/04/2015 Tigers Washout

4 3/05/2015 Colts Washout

5 10/05/2015 Enfield Federals Cooke Park 0 22

6 17/05/2015 Tigers Bill Delauney 10 20

7 24/05/2015 Colts Killara 4 40

8 31/05/2015 Earlwood Roberts 10 30

9 14/06/2015 La Perouse Yarra Oval 18 20

10 21/06/2015 Clovelly Washout

11 28/06/2015 Tigers Roberts 12 46

12 5/07/2015 Penshurst Bill Delauney 14 44

13 12/07/2015 Enfield Federals Cooke Park 6 28

14 19/07/2015 North Ryde Washout

15 26/07/2015 Hurstville Smith Park 24 20

16 2/08/2015 Colts Bill Delauney 24 22

17 9/08/2015 Earlwood Bill Delauney 14 38

208 368
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 15 Div 2

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BAILEY Shaun 5 10

COLLEY Luke 9 1 10 24 4

DUNN Ryan 11 2 8 6

EL ARAB Mohamad 11 4 16 2

ELLISON Cooper 12 1 4 10

FORNER Cameron 11 1

FOSTER Byron 11 6

GIBBESON Mitchell 9 1

GOLDIE-COOK Cassius 10 1 4 1

HANNIGAN Joshua 12 3 3 18 6

KARNOLD Aaron 12 8

KHOURY Jayden 10 1 4 10

KOTSARIS Patrick 11 1 4 5

LESLIE Matthew 9 2 8 1

NGUYEN Kieren 2 1 4 2

OBEID Jaidin 9 7

SABOUNE Karim 11 6

SOLO Ryan 1 4 2 20 4

STEPHENS Jayden 12 2 8 2

UNWIN Sebastian 12 4

VAN YZENDOORN Alec 9 3

Totals 23 15 122

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 12/04/2015 Clovelly Waverley Oval 6 22

2 19/04/2015 Bulls Bill Delauney 4 34

3 26/04/2015 Tigers Washout

4 3/05/2015 Colts Washout

5 10/05/2015 Strathfield Hammondville 12 32

6 17/05/2015 Tigers Bill Delauney 10 16

7 24/05/2015 Colts Killara 16 18

8 31/05/2015 BYE

9 14/06/2015 Strathfield Birchgrove Oval 10 20

10 21/06/2015 Five Dock RSL Washout

11 28/06/2015 Carlingford Cox Park 12 40

12 5/07/2015 Renown Bill Delauney 10 18

13 12/07/2015 Penshurst H V Evatt Park 0 38

14 19/07/2015 South Eastern Washout

15 26/07/2015 Redfern Coogee Oval 4 24

16 2/08/2015 Clovelly Bill Delauney 16 10

17 9/08/2015 Bulls Bill Delauney 22 24

122 396
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2015

Under 17 Div 1

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BROWN Steele 11 4 9 34 13

BROWN Trey 9 15 30 1

CARTER Solomon 6 1 4 2

CAVANAGH Joshua 10 1 4 3

COUSINS Bradley 10 2

CURTIN Jack 9 2 8 1

DRAVET Brendon 9 1 4 10

FAANOI Rhees 5 1 4 13

FAANOI Sean 10 4 16 7

FORD Kyle 11 2

GILBERT Aaron 8 2 8 3

HANNIGAN Scott 11 1 4 9

HARRINGTON Rhys 9 11

KITIONA Paul 11 12

LOLOHEA Stanley 3 1

PARMAXIDIS Luke 10 6

RAIKALEVU Aseri 6 13

ROWLES Damien 10 1 4 7

RYAN Jack 11 7

THOMPSON-REYNOLDS Joshua 9 2 8 12

TOGAGAE FAANU Fatu 11 6 24 10

TUITAVUKI Jeff 9 2 8 1

XENOS Dean 10 2 8 1

ZALLOUA William 11 1 4 1

Totals 31 24 172

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 12/04/2015 Carlingford Smith Park 18 6

2 19/04/2015 Clovelly Bill Delauney 6 28

3 26/04/2015 St Johns Washout

4 3/05/2015 Moorebank Washout

5 10/05/2015 Hurstville WOF

6 17/05/2015 St Johns Bill Delauney 6 10

7 24/05/2015 Moorebank Hammondville 22 22

8 31/05/2015 Clovelly Erskineville Oval 18 14

9 14/06/2015 Ingleburn RSL Smith Park 28 18

10 21/06/2015 Dundas Washout

11 28/06/2015 St Johns Clemton Park 0 14

12 5/07/2015 Mascot Mascot Oval 16 26

13 12/07/2015 Carlingford Cox Park 30 4

14 19/07/2015 Moorebank Washout

15 26/07/2015 Clovelly Coogee Oval 10 18

16 2/08/2015 Ingleburn RSL Bill Delauney 18 26

17 9/08/2015 Dundas WOF

172 186
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PLAYER STATISTICS 2015

1st Grade (A Grade – Div 1)

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ASKELL Brock 14 1 4 9

BARRETT Benjamin 13 5 20 10

BOLD Justin 9 11

COUGHTREY Nathan 12 3 12 1

DAWES Matthew 13 2 8 13

EISENHUTH Liam 12 9 3 42 9

EISENHUTH Dave 8 1 4 13

ELLIOTT Dane 11 3 12 11

GIBBS Paul 11 1 4 8

GIBBS John 11 2 8 3

JANDA Aaron 13 3 12 7

KAVANAGH Joshua 13 4 16 8

KOLODZIEJ Stephen 12 1 4 2

LANGTRY Michael 9 5

MCFARLANE Graham 12 5 1 22 10

MOON Kane 11 6

MORTIMER Andrew 10 3 12 18

PSAROUDIS David 7 6

SELLINGS Nathan 12 3 30 72 8

SIMPSON Joshua 13 15

SIMPSON Jarrod 13 3 12 16

SMITH Shane 13 3 12 3

STONE Matthew 7 11

TEVI Donald 5 1 4 1

WOODS Jarrad 8 2 6 20 3

FULLER (TRM) Jeremy 3 3 12

MYERS (DNFS) Terry 1

Totals 58 40 312
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TEAM STATISTICS 2015

1st Grade (A Grade – Div 1)
Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 12/04/2015 Arncliffe Scots Ruse Park 18 18

2 19/04/2015 Dragons Bill Delauney 22 6

3 26/04/2015 Renown Washout

4 3/05/2015 East Campbelltown Washout

5 10/05/2015 Penshurst H V Evatt Park 10 6

6 17/05/2015 Renown Bill Delauney 46 6

7 24/05/2015 East Campbelltown Waminda Oval 48 0

8 31/05/2015 All Saints Hillier Oval 18 18

9 14/06/2015 Penshurst H V Evatt Park 32 6

10 21/06/2015 Kingsgrove Washout

11 28/06/2015 Warriors Lidcombe 22 32

12 5/07/2015 Renown Bill Delauney 44 6

13 12/07/2015 BYE

14 19/07/2015 Dragons Washout

15 26/07/2015 All Saints Hillier Oval 28 18

16 2/08/2015 Penshurst Bill Delauney WOF

17 9/08/2015 Kingsgrove Bill Delauney 4 18

SF 16/08/2015 Dragons Roberts 10 30

F 22/08/2015 Warriors Hammondville 10 11

312 175


